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ABSTRACT
From October 1982 through May 1954, the Council for

Community Services--a private, not-for-profit community planning
council--carried out an Institutional Child Abuse and Neglect
Prevention Project, in close cooperation with the state of Rhode
Island's Office of the Child Advocate. The project approach relied
heavily on monitoring teams of volunteer professionals from the
community to review residential facilities for children. Project
staff also reviewed foster homes. Both the residential and foster
home review components of the project operated under the mandate of
the Child Advocate's Office. This manual describes the project and
provides guidelines for replicating the project elsewhere. The
description includes sections on each stage of project development
and descriptions of project outcomes, including some achievements not
originally anticipated in the project design. The manual cites
evidence of significant project success; namely, the implementation
by residential facility directors and by the State Department for
Children and Their Families of many of the project's recommendations.
Replication guidelines are interwoven with the project description,
and sample materials, such as training outlines and interview guides,
are included in appendices. The manual emphasizes that the project
can be replicated by either a publicly funded component of State or
County government or a private not-for-profit agency such as a
planning ccuncil or volunteer service bureau. (Author/RH)
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Abstract

From October, 1982, through May, 1984, the Council for Community

Services (CCS), aprivate not-for-profit community planning
council, carried,out an In titutional Child Abuse anatNeglect
Prevention Project under a rant from the federal Department of

Health and Human Services. The grant was designed and carried out

in close ooperation with, the state of Rhode Island's Office of
the Child Advocate. The project produced a manual (Opening the

Doors, J e, 1984), describing the project's approach, which

relied eavily on the use of monitoring teams of v teen

profess onals from the community to review residential facilities'
for children. The project also reviewed foster homes, using
plbject staff employed by CCS. Both components of th ,..pebject

operated under the mandate of the Child Advocate's o fice.

The manual servesetwo fuhctions. It both describes the ode

Island project 4n0 gives guidelines for replicating the project

elsewhere.

The description of the Rhode Island project includes sections on

each stage of project development and describes project outcomes,

including some achievements not originally anticipated in the

project design. The manual cites evidence of significant project
success, namely the implementation by residential 'facility

directors and by the State's Department for Children and Their

Families of many of the project's recommendations.

Replication guidelines are interwoven with project description,

and sample materials are included (training outlines, interview

guides, etc.). The manual emphasizes that the project can be
replicated by either a publicly funded component of state or

county government or a private not-for-profit agency such as a

planning council or volunteer service bureau.

Copies of the manual may be ser'ured from either the Council for

Community Services, 229 Waterman Street, Providence, Rhode Island,
02906, or the Office of the Child Advocate, Suite 555, 86 Weybosset

Street, Providence, Rhode Island, 02903.
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-.PREFACE -

* Child Rbuee and 0/sleet is a very sensitive issuei but it becopes even

more sensitive when it relates to children already in placement with a;state

or county department charged with the protection and care of children. In
ft

theeyes of thep.general public, these children have already been rescued from

- their abuAive orlieglectful home situations and should be safe once they'are
. ,

.. .

. within the publicly - funded child care system;
. .

:The public,thOrefore, has'little tolerance or understanding of breakl\-- ,

downs in that system. Yet such breakdowns do occur.
, I 4. .

.' (2 .
All.(Rtions of improper care af children'in residential fiCilities some-

times 14...veto
.

be true. Children on occasiono are abused or neglected in
. ,f ,

#

,caster homes. And children pliced with their natural parents or other tele ves ,

while under state or county custody sometimes,become victims of serious child
t .

abuse. When suci i ids s occur, the news media gives then wide coverage,

and the public is a er to ft* the blame and not generIlly receptive.to bearing

about ttie problem or difficulties inherent in effe..ively serving and protecting.

children. O aow.

Those charged with the responsibility QS managing the publicly-funded

system of residential care services for children are therefore untterst9gably

. gun-shy of public reaction. Deptrtments lor children's services hestitke to

rilopen their operations to public view. Confidentiality'is often cited as th;

reason, but the issues actually go deeper.

Departments for children generally wany'to manage their

public interference. When an allegation of abuse or neglect

systems without

occurs, a depart-
.

ment wants to be able to do a thorough internal investigation and resolve the
.

matter without submitting it to public scrutiny. And when an incident un-

avoidably makes the news, that department. wants to be able to be in control

of the information flow Ropily as possible, for much may be at sthke- -.ts

credibilit, the morale of its employees, its ability to recruit foster virents,.

and the willingness of private sector agencies to contract with the department

to provide cAtld care services.,

This manual descbes one project's success in breaking through such

natural resistance and carrying out an effective monitoring of publicly funded

residential services foirchildren. When the grant application was first being

submitted to the Department for Health and Human Services in 1982, the Rhode

.4

4
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Island Departmentlfor Children and Their Families (DCF) wrote tit;

DCF has grave difficulties with thin project as =submitted..
The assumption that,inte;014eview is, per se, biased, is
not supported within the document It would seem highly ,

duplicative to establish a sysiem...to assume a function
legislatively mandaked to the Department. . -

As the project progressed, however, DCF recognized the'bOefits of (he prograh.

°By the time the project ended twenty months later, DCF had cooperated with the
0.

project on numerous matters and had responded decisively to project findings. It.

)

had issued departmental policies in response toisome of the project's recommeada-

ltials on residential care facilities, had referred 25 foster homs to the project

for asses teat, had invited a project staffperioo tovasetit in the revamping of

its `foster homerlicensing and assessment process, had assisted the project ft:

1
staffing up a foster parents'' support and training 'group and had committed itself

to sUipotting legislation needed to address one'of the project's findings on fire

safety in residential facilities.

The rationale for such a.project is.therefore not similythat-childrenfe

services "should" be subject to public scrutiny in some responsible anstructured

manner. The jultfication for such a project is that there are definite and

discernable benefits from such review. This manual does more than describe A

Atetlotimsful project. It describes ra precees whioh is adaptable to a variety of

oettings and which has the potential fc71- yielding-equally valuable 4tcomes
. ,

when replicated in other, locations. 0-

What are the benefits? The state or county deptment for children's it
services clearly benefits, ae volunteer professionals fromhthe community bring

a wealth of expertise and knowledge to bear upon the services it oversees. Needs

and prablema common to many of the residential care facilities are identified,

solutions, are prpposed and implemented. and the residential .care system is im-

proved. In addition, the/foster care system bepefits. Although volunteer teams
"r

t

are not used in the foster care assessment component of the project, the 'a:wilts
0

are somewhat similar, with, common problem and needs of. the system identified

and addressed through a structured "outside" nmemment prriless.

Equally important nre the benefits to th;- direct caregivers -- -the vender

ar:encies..that contract with thr depnrtmelt to provide residential rare nervices

and the foster parents who provide alternative care to children. .The process .

not only identifies Jhvrtco,nac,n it the inystem, it identifies ,and validates

strength Find earsures th&t thoSe stren*.thm are shared among caregivernpipQne

facility may hall, levelop.,?d a techninue or pro-ran component that could be a
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0

un.qui model 2or o her.fheilities. One foster family they have fac;Ni and re,:

volved an issue-that anotiler,fnmily grappling with unsuccessfull
,

outside' review process that emphasizes the provision of.assistance and the

;_haring of exl*rtise rather,. than simply the investigation of problem's is pre-

v%,mtivf: in best. sense of the word, ard,the benefits are many.

The grocess described in this manual Can be impleMented in onei)ot ievernl-
& $.

wAyt; in another location. A community agency or organization can link tip with
,

;1 'public sector child advocate, ombudsman, or state or county, watchdcg :agency
.

, .

, in ::1'.(.11i1.3renyn'services field. .0r,t'e agency or department of state or.local
. .

ro:Ternmrt'Oirectlyresponjible for the provision of children's services can
\. A

implement the prods' itself, in-cooperation with theocomenity.

.

In whntever'waythe proceds is implementid, howevert thereare;two key
-

elem,mts necessary for its success. Thb first of -these it the afithority'ta.

re,r-.- out such review, which must come from some component of state or lockl

covf,rnmnt; and the second is ,thefinaependent outside perspective, that can .

only come from a genuine opening cif the system to community /review. Tfiriu f!inn9al.

prlvides r bltieprint for ,establishing that -kind of partnership-.
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Thin project w4 jointly conceived by.the.Council fqr CommUnity Servicet,
. .

:I
4

f f ;

t,

a.- Irti.oDucTiou qiiikily.0E THE PROJECT

's

9

.

4

s

'a ;

I.

. 4
inc., VAUO.Ind. Rhode VAI4n4's'Ogice of. the Advocl±e. .The

4

was.idear.' CIFS, in its CO year hiitory as a.private, noA-
.

planhing'AgIncy, had 4pne,iumerous stuges :indd'evaluations

prof' )1umqn service'
a

of cl'ldrayc

# oervicen. an d hr ift a solid record of.m0Alizingyolunteers: The. Office of the
.1

.

.1

. -*

ChOli Advocate, a state watchdog agency estagighed In#19§Q, .as already' active
'in ihvectigatirig allmd ini4denAs of c .L1atiuite onci nc,-lect andin.CnkIng A'

:

e

Iv s. 9
stking advocacy -role in system-wide issuer.. ire the-4LO A

.car es. field. B144.

'1,a0ked the maapoWei to routinely revieW the varpius fatilttieitand T;Sidehces 1,

that corbiorised

aative'ma4date

,rol;es t s b;>ing

the yesidOntialichild care - system in the

entablfshing that ottice-cltarli define

.r
w '

state.. Yet tre 3.(sgcs-
one"of 'thee AchrocErt,e's

5 -

"to periodically reyipw thecfacilitiec and trocedArts.of any and
4

,

.
all.institutions and/or residences, public And pi-i4tev'where a Auvenili. has. ,

it 4 Y
4 . . %
' been' plrxced by the Frimily Court or tkie'Llepartmerr CNildrenand Their

c
i

*-a

willies."

, -
.

-.

.
, .

,
, .

.r
The protect fan designed to fulfill thatfirandote lq inenitori.ne repidential .1

.4.

- factitift flr children and assessing-foster homes particuiarly'at risk for.
* T

child ftbune allid.neiIlIct. Both project compatents---the'6cilitiec moniteOing
. .

. . . -

rind the fonter care anseanments---were rble not only to review indiviMul child

care nettinifn blit lino to accompliqh nilecific and positive chAIres within the
5-A

child c:-xe,system. . ; :

.
.

.

.

-Irs r, i
.

11-,0 f%cility 710nisori4g .rlf: lemign. 1 to review faci:ities bein'g-14:ed by the
%.

.

kh)de,Irilpd Dennrtment for Children -end Their .Fnmiliets for the short- or lori..-

term'pl:.ciTiqt* of childrim---eWqrncy.Fhelter; e..foun homvq.,cEild r!rilT?
- ) . . .

i-irtitutionr, A wildernefIr crimp, etc.---excludinr onl.:T thoso-f7icilittt!,; tc.ib
t . .

. 4 4
,%pmplex fns. -. r'ne day monitorinc, vis4.t. or ilreNdy!-ccreiited lyder 4h JCAll

.
-s... ,

4-7

. process O moint Cpisrion for thv iiccrediation of Honnitals). e rR1 priynte

seaor trpatIent ficilitit-s and the Department's owii t..-linj.nr rchool for youtl!

- 4 &.- 4
I .

wior4 xcli.aed on .the bNels of thee crit,. N .
. . .4 ,.

r .
4

Th+ flfltrr horrif' ;:r1r7:.:SMent, nroceon wal.; lorivrt('rl. to (-)c-line."trelublurzom"
' .

f')5tPr hd's ,Thix definition slid not fr-clip 1 licy.1-2:7 if, ,,:i.ich .-twq ,11-.LIsi), 01
u

.

neelrt h-d 1),-,, :ill.,Pel. A. docw.1.-ntf-d but ..d!!ft.1 it..,-.1 7-1. ..r,t.r.2. !fcr,,
Tiro1-rnr: T.0;icher' t,hit prop-trti()n.: Homes r(),r. ;pr
exn.r1r1.,, for ,,,,ripty of resone-r f,i)ure c 4.hr rep. t er cnn

flict th foster parnt(r) r'nd the .1)!,-irt.-,, rt, .irt of,
. .

S.

fr

I.
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the foster parent(a) in dealing with termination and with the reunification pf

the child with the natural family, and requests by foster parents to hr re

specific foster children removed.

The Tovision.of technical assistance WAS part of the orieinl project

denign, but it was in this aren that the project probably varied most from itt3

original conceptunlization. While the project's original intent was to provide

qesistance to individual facilities and foster homes, it actually ended up going

far beyond that function. Providing corsultntion and making recommendations to

the Deplrtment for Children and Their Fnmilieft on systems-wide issues and on

department-1 policy aid procedures became a major project actiVdtr. And

opportunities to develop (and in some cases test out) models for better equipping

bster fir lies to carry out their responsibilities more effectively enabled the

foster car clinical social worker to build upon collective findings of the

foster home assessments.

The project staffing pattern brought together both paid staff and volunteers"

The project wes staffed by a Project tanager (assigned pnrt.time to the project),

ful3-time Program Monitor, a full-time Clinical locinl Worker (for the foster

care eostusment component), and secretaries (assigned part-time to tffeproject).

ndditional supervision nnd project management wns provided by the Rhode Iuland

Child Mvoe-te, who wns an integral prirt of the project team. And, especinlly

cruoinl to the project's success, a Task Force of over thirty volunteer pro-

fesoionnls from n variety of human service backgrounds provided miditiorn1

expertise and manpower for the facilities monitoring visits. This Task Forre

trtr deployed in two or tree person monitoring teams to work with the procr!-m

monitor in visiting each facility for an initial day-long visit.. In the closirr

months of the project, the monitor re-visited each facility along with at leart

0:Le -lember of the ori nl monitoring team for that flcility.

The followiror sten-by-step description of the project's development firil

imrlementtion point- t that the project did not fully follow itr oririnnl

desirn. Undoubtedly this would also be the case in any attempt to rerlicatt,

the project elsewhere. The project retained the flexibility to alter its= colirre

in severn1 sicnificnnt ways in response to the needs of the propTrims loeinc

monitored, the ne,ds of the foster parents in the homes being, nsvesed, the

withir the chilli c.re fy!-;f* ; tit ;t c'

course of' tLo

12



II. LAYIMG rHt FOUUDeTIO

A. Establishing the Linkyes

Regardless of the auspices wider which the project is run, securing the

mandate to carry out such review of the child care system is the crucial first

step in project development. Securing And interpreting that mandate very early

in the project design stage is essential to project success.

A written mandate-- -such as, in the Rhode Island project, the legislatively

defined duties of the Office of Child Advocatewill enable you to get your foot

in the door, but it will not ensure cooperation, without which the project

is doomed to become another component of an investigatory process, to be carried

out in an adversarial relationship with both those who manage the child care

system and those who provide the direct case within the system. Suspicion, non-

cooperation, and passive resistance to the process will prevail unless the

necessary linkages are established from the start.

ith whom must the linkages be ,established and for what purposes'? The

actors will certainly very according to the setting ancrthe auspices of the

project, but the purposes are consistent resal-dless of these variables. Those

purposes are:

(1) To identify and build on what is already heppeninc in terms
of monitoring and assessment of the system.

(.') To allay fears and answer questions about the monitorinc,
and assessment process, clearly establishing its intent
as A problem-solving, assistance-oriented process rather
than an investigatory and accusatory one.

(3) To establish ahead of time the relationships and contacts
. that will be necessary to ensure that project findings are

heeded and project recommendations are viewed as credible.

For the Rhode Island project described in this manual, there were three key
$

groups with which the project needed to establish linkages from the outset. TheFe

were the Denartment for Children and Their Families' top administrative stziff;

the middle-level administrative and supervisory staff of the Department who were

the overseer of its existing program monitoring, facility liaison and foster

cnre functions; and the organization of residential care providers, i.e.. the

Rhode Isl-and Council on besidentinl Proprnms,

delic,7te balance had to be struck between an adherence to thft, integrity

nd iT4erende,tc or In outside monitoring process and the willingr.ecs to nel'otipte



how the project euld ne useful to the Department end the provider acenciec.

Yes, the project wonted to look at how the Department presently monitored and

.evaluated the progremn it f'unded sc that the project could focus its own efforts

in areas where existing efforts were the least intensive. No, the project wns

not willing to totally accept the Department's own agenda of how the project

should tunction, e.g. what facilities it would review, whet ;Irene of inquiry it

would focus' on, what type of foster homer; it would essese. Yes, the project

would try to be ae non-intrusive as porable to the smooth functioning of each
el

facility to he monitored, working erounsi the facilities schedule of events and

the eveilebility of staff and residents for interviews. 1c), the project would

not accept certain .areas ns beinr immune to review because of confidentiality

concerns_ Yes, tht fecility director would be able to review a draft report of

the monitoring visit before that report vete submitted to the Child Advocate and

thP Departeent for Children end Their F..milies. the facility director could

not insist that parts of the report be ehenged unless- there were fectuel irr

in the mnterial beans presented.

Hoyi would this proeess be different if the project were run by the depart-

ment directly responnible fee rreeiding %re] ceereeeiee the care of children,

:either thee by e private non-profit eeeney in cooperetion with en ombudsmen/

edvocete? The ineuee in entebliehine: linkeeee would be esnenti ally the snme

but probable more :intense and more difficult to resolve. There would still 11..

the need to interpret the project to the provider;; and negotiate with there.

There would otill be the iesue of confiientiality, and it would probably be

more difficult to convince provider erencies that one component of the Deenrtetent

ectwilly keep information confidential from mother component, that

top edminintretors would not twee copies of the-dreft report on a facility hefere

the feciiite director brad nn opnortunity to rernonl., end there would h the

need to create the linkages with the de:eertment's own mid-level staff, not only

to esnure their cooperation and understanding but elno to allay -any fears thet

it wee their own staff performnnnce that vein being monitored end not the fueded

facilitier.

If i state or county department for children is the sponvor, it would be

well adviced to consider linking up with a private rector intend in th, community

i e :Ire vile the independent, outside perspective, Contreetine out the neejt.er

n hunan sereace ;darning agency or a volunteer bureau in the community would be

ideal. Tho more fully the project can he identified with an independent, neetrel
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auspice, the easier it will be to 7riin qccoptance of the project amonc rtite

department staff, private sector child care facilities, and foster parentr. The

bciefits of a community-based auspice wilt be more fully explored in other .action :;

of thin report, as the various phases of project implementation and operation are

explained.

B. Staff Needs and Staff Recruitment

1. "kills and Experience Needed

The exact nature of the staff Alcruitment process of course will

depend on the ausnices under which the project is to be ca.ried out,

but the skills that will be needed by the full-time staff of the project,

however, will he fairly consistent regardless of the setting of the

project. Experienced staff with a rtronc L:nowledce of the field- a good

understanding of supervision and administration, solid writing skills,

and excellent interpersonal skills are essential to the success of the

project.

Staff should also have a broad enouch range of skills to be able to

respond to new demands that mayrd(!v,.lop no the project procresses. Not

every staff role developed AS anticipated in the Rhode Island project.

For example, it was anticipated that the foster care clinical social

worker would have a much more fully developed consultation relationship

to the facilities monitoring team, than actually turned out to be the

nine. But another unanticipated tai 1 of events enabled that worker to

move much beyond the original somewhat narrowly defined role of doing

foster Care assessments to a much broader role of working with the

Department on policy and procedure review and on organizing and carrying.

out forter pare:A support ,,nd trainim ,.sous.

Joh descriptions for the twn full-time staff of the Rhode island

project are attached rif. Appendix A, enphasizin' the brnad ran (re of skills

needed for the project. There job descriptions ar direct excerpts from

*he it ant and provided thP bawic for the r:ctual staff recruitment effort.

. Hirinr Flexibilit

The need for hiring flexibility arrues strongly for a private aunOce

for th- project or at least a contracting out of the staff functions keven

if ultimate rroject management is retained by the state' or county 1Ppartment).



wince the Rhode Island project was carried out in direct cooperation with

the state's Office of the Child Advocate, one of the state employeee'

unions initially claimed that at leant one of the positions, the foster

care clinical social worker, should be a state position filled through

the state's hiring procedure, with its civil service test prbcess and

itc internal. "bidding " .procedure on available positions according to

neniority. Because the foster care worker was to'be out-stationed at

the Child Advocate's Office and would not generally work from the Council

for Community Services' office as u bas of operation, the union focused

its question on that particular position. Only the fact that the Council

for Community Services (the private non-profit aency) was the sole re-

cipient of the grant enabled the project to retain its prerogative to

hire outside of the state system.

ti

The person ultimately recruited for the position had a fresh per-

spective on the child care system and considerable experience as an

employee within the private non-profit sector A long-term state employee

without past social work experience necescarily related to the children's

cervices field (as might have been the cane had the position been filled

through the state hiring procedure) would have been far less effectiVe

in the job.

3. Ennential Ztaff Rolec

Could the project function wi'h fewer staff resources and with more

emphasis on the use of the volunteer teams? This has been tried success-

fully elsewhere, particularly by the Massachusetts Office for Children

(HIWNCCAN Grant #90-C1695), which dispatched volunteer evaluation teems

to residential facilities with professional staff back-up and clerical

,staff support, but without on --site staff participation in the facility

vicits. The experience of the Rhode Island project, however, is that

staff participation is crucial for several project functions.

Volunteer teams can effectively assess the needs and problems of

individual facilities and make appropriate and uneful recommendations to

each facility, but they are less effective at identifying and addrensinf:

problems and issues common to many facilities. One of the important

functions of the progrlun monitor, 3S the one person who was a member of

every monitoring team, was to identify systemic themes, share them with
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the various monitoring teams at monthly meetings of the entire volunteer

task force, and develop them into recommendations for system-wide change

to which the Rhode I and Department for Children and Their Families

then responded.
A.

If ioluntePr professionals are to comprise, the monitoring teams, the

time limitations and other professional commitments of these individuals

must be taken :Into account. The bulk of the project's report writing,

therefOre, has to be carried out b: staff.

Rccognizing that many of the systems-wide issues in children's

services cut across any arbitraky divisions between foster and residential

facility placement, the Rhode Island project included a foster care assess-

ment component as an integral part_of its design and as totally a staff

function: Some of the facilities' directors advocated that the volunteer

monitoring teams be used in this foster home assessment process as well

.66 -for 'facilities monitoring;'but*ttrevroject viewed the foster home

assessments no not a suitable volunteer function. The use of volunteer

teamo to go into the private homes of foster families, even if re:tricted

to those homes having large numbers of foster children, would have been

intrusive and intimidating to the families.

For project replication by a state department, the project would best

be carried out and staffed on a regional basis within the state. This

would include a local tank force o4' volunteer professionals for each region

Certainly there would need to be a coordinating mechanism across regions

to promote the sharing of information, to develop recommendations on state-

wide issues, and to nrovide for the trading of monitoring assignments,

e.g. when large numbers of children from one region were placed in a facility

in another region. In Rhode Island, the project was carried out statewide

by one staff team and one volunteer task force but only because of the small

size of the state. The model proposed in thin manual, therefore is essen-

tially a regional or county model, with intensive staff involvement on that

local level. Such concentrated 'staff effort in a limited geographic area

is necessary to develop credibility and acceptance a'ong the key actors; in

the child care system, to identify and assess the systems-wide problems in

a given area (which may he different in different regions) and to draw

together in clear and relevant recommendations the findings of the facilities

monitoring teams and of the foster care assessment component.
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C._ Recruitment and Screening of Volunteers

1. Ident ing Needed Areas of Expertise

The starting point for recruitment is the identification of the areas

of knowledge and expertise you are interested in having represented on your

monitoring teams. Making that determination entails not only looking at

the general needs of childrene' residential services but also the particular

()mar strengths and weeknesses of the present system of facilities your

project will be monitoring.

For the Rhode Island project the following skill and knowledge areas

were selected, and recruitment was'targeted at but not restricted to

,people with those specific qualifications.

Program management/administration

Health care

Educational programming for children

Counseling

Residential programming

Court/legal experience

Evaluation/survey work/interviewing dkills

2. Volunteer Recruitment: Sources and Methods

Recruitment of professional volunteers for the project was not diffi-

cult, for there was much interest and enthusiasm for the project among human

* service professionals from the community.

(a) General Publicitz_at the Start of the Project. Do not under-

estimate the importance of simply getting the word out in the news

media, in the newsletters of professional organizations, and through

presentations before professional groups and advocacy organizations.

A number of°volunteers came to the Rhode Island project as a result
4.

of such effortSs..

(b) VcluntarY Action Centers (VACS) and Other Volunteer Bureaus.

Many metropoliiin areas and some small towns and rural aread have

"voluntary action centers," which can be an excellent means of volunteer

recruitment. The t*r'm "voluntary action center" is the generic name

for the over 300 volunteer recruitment,. screening, and placement

organizations throughout the country affilikted with VOLUNTEER, the

18



National Center for Citizen Involvement. These organizations exict

under-various titles and auspices. In Rhode Island the voluntary

action center is an independent, private non-profit agency by the

name of Volunteers in Action. In other locations VACe can be found

as independent agencies, components of community planning councils,

or divisions of local.United Ways. In addition there are a host of

other volunteer bureaus, which are not affiliated with the national

association but whih nevertheless can be useful recruitment vehicles.

If the VAC or other volunteer byreau you choose to work with

has a "skillsbank" (a special component targeted specifically at

recruiting volunteer professionals), it will be even betterequipped

to help you. This was the case with theRhode Island project. But

even without a "skillsbank," any volunteer bureau should still be an

excellent sn..eee of ass4stance, not only in recruiting the volunteers,

but in providing guidance to your project on other potential sources

of volunteers, techniques.of recruitment and training, and the develop-

ment of the "contract" or agreement you will want to make with er.ch

volunteer.4:

Could a VAC or comparable volunteer bureau actually be the

sponsor for a project such as this one? Yes, according to the

Skillsbank director of the Volunteers in Action in Rhode Island.

Such an organization would be qn ideal partner with a state or

county department for children or an advocate/embudsmAn's office,

and the initial approach could be made in either direction---Le.

from the volunteer bureau to the state office or department or from

the potential state auspice to the volunteer bureau.

(c) he Academic Community. College and university faculties are

also a major source of volunteers. For the Rhode Island project,

volunteers were recruited from the faculties of the Rhode Island

College (R IC) School of Social Work, the kIC School of Education

and Human Development, and the University of Rhode Island's Sc.hool

of Nursing.

(d) Residential Care Professionals. Professionals with experience in

residential care 84vices were among the most, difficult groups to

recruit because so many of these profasionals were presently involvod

19
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in providing; the services that would be monitored. To avoid..this

potential conflict of interest, the project recruited people from

othfr residential care fields, predominantly by means of direct

,approach by project staff or by Voluntecro in Action.. This re-

sulted in the successful enlistment of pedple presently working

in a private non-profit agency operating a network of half-way

houses for mental patients discharged from the'state hospital and

employees of a residential program for the retarded. In addition,

several professionals formerly employed in children's residential

services but who currently had no direct involvement in the field

40 were recruited.

(e) Other Catriderations in Recruitment. In recruiting volunteers

for this kind of project, do not just look at the present position

each person holds. Many of the volunteers had talents and ex-

periences from past jobs, and some even had credentials in fields

in which they were no longer active. These talents and experiences

will .not necessarily be mentioned by the potential volunteer unless

the project is very clear in stating the talents it is seeking and

is aggressive in its interviewing of the potential volunteers.

Retired professionals constitute another potential pool of volunteers,

. although it is a group that the Rhode Island project did not draw

heavily upon.

A full list of volunteers snd their qualifications for the

Rhode Island Project is included as Appendix B and illUstrates the

broad range of talents and experience that volunteers can hrinu

to such a project.

5-
Screening of Potential Volunteers

The term "screening" may be a misnomer as it 'in applied. to this

project, for, in fact, the process of volunteer recruitment did not ECV4

to screen out or exclude any potential volunteer professionals, other than

those who would have had obvious conflicts of interest (such no those who

were employed by a facility ta be monitored or the Depnrtment for Children

and Their Families). This is not to say, however, that the "screening"

process by which volunteers were selected.was not intensive. It very

intensive but was designed to encourage those who could not make the

ne-,-essary time commitment or sho were otherwise unsuitable for such

monitoring assignments to exclude themselves from consideration.
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(a) Provision of Background Information. The keys to such a selection

process are thorough information and extensive discussion. Those who

expressed preliminary interest in volunteering were.provided with m

brief written description of the project and the role of volunteers

in it, with the required time commitments clearly spelled out

(Appendix C'. If, after reviewing that information, a potential

volunteer was still interested, he or she was provided with more de-

tailed information about the projecti'including excerpts from the grant

application, and was scheduled for a personal interview with the,project

manager and the program monitor.

(b) The Interview. The personal interview enabled the project staff

to question the potential volunteer and for that person to questiOn

staff about the project. Five key areas of concern were covered.

The applicant's motivation for volunteering was explored. Why

was this particular volunteer opportunity attractfve to him Or her?

What satisfactions did he or she feel the project would provide?

The accuracy of the applicant's perceptions about the project and

its use of volunteers were explored: Did the applicant have a good

idea of what he/she was getting into?

The time commitments. that would be required of volunteers were

reemphasized. Could the volunteer commit that much time, if not year

round at least at specific times of the yeai? F example, some

volunteers were only available for monitoring visits during the summer

or during school vacations, and this was accepted.

The applicant's comfort with retard to his or her.potential role

w.,th the project was discussed. The applicant was assured that specific

knowledge and experience in children's residential services, .while

useful, were not prerequisites for volunteering; training and orienta-

tion could compensate for any lack in that area. But staff was cautious

not to over-sell the volunteer, opportunity to n hesitant dr reluctant

74rPliCant0 Several applicants that project staff felt would have

otherwise been good volunteers simply did not feel they could provide

4hMt the project needed or could comfortably function in the'leeien-ted

role. Accepting those feelings and allowing the candidate to remove

him/herself from consideration as a volunteer helred hold dow, nttritior

of volunteers later in the report.

elt
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A skills inventory (Appendix D) was givien :to the applicant, and

, his or her skills and:experience relevant to the project were discussed j

in the interview. This enabled staff to determine what areas should

be the focus of additional recruitment efforts, and it provided a base

of information for later 'selection of actual site tisit teams.

Potential conflict of interest was explored on a case by case

basis. Specific information concerning possible conflict of interest

was asked for on a.form the potential volunteer was required to Wilk

out (Appendix E), and this information was then discussed with-him or

her. The project staff had fe'w hard and'fast criterif, under which an

applicant was excluded from condiseration. In one case, for example,

a volunteer worked in the day care center of an agency that also

operated.an emergency'shelter for children, and she had on occasion

served as it relief staff person at that.shelter facility. In that

case, project staff decided after .discussion that while she would

certainly not be an appropriate volunteer to monitor that particular

facility, her degree of association with the residential child care

provider system was not involved enough to warrant excluding her as

a project volunteer.

Is there a point et which the project itself decides to exclude

as potential volunteer for other retu than those already mentioned`

'That situation may arise in a replicationlof the project, but it did

not in this pilot venture. The functiqning of the monitoring team

helps counteract weakrises an individual volunteer might have in

particular areas and can help the volunteer improire his or her skills

in that area. If on the basis of the screening interview, however,

project staff have serious questions and concerns about the potential

volSanteer's ability to function effectively as a team member, they

should refuse that volunteer's offer of services. One benefit of

working with a Voluntary Action Center on volunteer recruitment is

that you can direct such mvolunteer back to that Center for other

possible volunteer assignments in less demririding mid less sensitive

placements.

D. Tr-iniv of Volunteers

1. Basic Issues in Format, Content, atyLltiatclaikle .
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D ivelopinf as trnining program for Ft ,e;roup of volunteer professidp:t11:

especially Tlifficult. May ore employed fulltimt, and have limited 'time

dipilahle to attend training. Nome hAve such experience and knowle16 in
. .

.7hildren's residential services, while otheis have little or none; flome:

have direct experience in intervi,ewing and feel very comfortable with it,

while others feel the.need for some skill - building; in this urea..

Because of the lame- limited native of its grant, the'Rhode'Islawi proje:t

had n rather stringent timetnblr for project start -up, making it impossiAle

to "poll the volunteers beforeehand an t° tbetr training needs. In nny prci-ject
.

replication, in which volunteer recruitment can he completed before the

training package 1e developed, a brief training needs assessment would be

very usPful.

Some of the issues, however, were cleaf from the start and will exist

for arty similar project., The experience of .the Rhode Island prvject in

dealing. with then^ ,issues is preprinted below.

in) AL....s....____E.chedifigntIthofT7Flinin. In offerin rrlini'PL7 for

tper r.ofessionals ltr,rnati tri7inr timer.re TrrentiFil Atr
the volunteers fac tv their tim04 availability, tile hhode Island project re-

quirel the volunteers to attend two three-hour a'ssions, each offored ti.0

to aecoTmodnte the individual work scheduler nnd professional .commitments of

the tr"i.nePs Day and .evening sessionr were scheduled in such n tht

rny volunt,.cr could Ltend the full traininu, prorram either during
/

or in Ulf. fveninr, This wis accomplished in the followinc rinner.

Week 1

as:iio A Iny recrinn wrcnint: Pssion

evtthinc. rat Ply rosinn

th%. training too' long, too nhort.,.:;r nuit!ihif in li,nrtlet In

trnini9v, etiuntion luectionWiire, the majorit:; of.trnineer Orq

found the length to be appropirite. ''.aen romp o r f110:1. who ,inro

Yould hnv useful COMMente4 findinc '14.tynri r1r

voul hnvo beo-r difficult.

( The Bt]. I3Pt.t.r«..PT. forn'ttionr;1 :7,1i 11 - 1 i! in :

INiknd proj*ct intentionally took the approach of crovilinr

a

I
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yormational training rather than including role-playing,
exercises on

sharpening observational skills, values clarification exencises, rind other

experiential training. Time limitations were the major factor in thin

'decision.

Reaction to this dectision was mixed. In theArnining evaluation

questionnaire,.the trainees were Fibout,evenly divided in their opinion on

this issue. Those who favored some
experiential elements

to the .training suggested such things as role-Playing of interviews,

-simulations of a site visit., and actual informal visits, to facilities.

On thisbasii of this response, the Rhode Island project would recommend

some experiential training
experiences, perhaps on a supplementary and

optional bas, for those expressing that need. ,

(c) Ta e.Recordin the Trainin for Those rho Cannot attend. One must

'accept the fact that, despite a high level Of' commitment, there will be some

volunteers who will have to miss some or sli at the training because of

% other professional commitments. Audio-taping the sessions. the Rhode

Island project ,to orient those individuals and several new volunteers who

came to, the project after the training had already' takes place. Tspinc is !

admittedly a poor suCsti+Ite for direct participation in the actual sessions,

with the opportunity to ask questions and dialogue informally with the

trainers and other volunteers. Yet the project found .that, if tapes had

not been available ns a trninim option, several potential volunteers would

14.

have been lost to the project. Anyone who used the tapes rather than par-

,

ticipatisg directly in thetrnieing war encouraged to discuss with project

staff :any questions he e;. the had niter heorinr the, tapes,. For the first

monitoring visit, such a volunteer wriq generally placed ors n monitorinc

team comprised of people who had directly participated in the training .

sessions.,

?. CArryinfi Out the Training

(a) Content of the SenSions. Appendix de,,...criben the contont of the

volunteer training sessions. That description shows the bssic topics.the

Rhode Island project felt it was ensential to Address and rives brirf

description of the points covered under each of those topics. Thin mtinual

intentionally does not include a fully developed curriculum for th,: trninirx

sessions because project otaff firmly believe that any Butch curriculum must

be developed on a local level, tailored to the heeds of the child. cIrc systel
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and the volunteers recrUtted in the location in which the. program is tc be

carried out.

(h) Selection of Trainers. Once the topic aree v for training are

e

decided upon, identifyin appropriate trainers should not be difficult.

For the Rhode 14nnd project the trainers were members of the project team

(including the Rhode Island Child Advocate), Department for Children.nnd

Their Families stnffpeeson, representativec of the provider organization, a'

progral evaluator from the Councili'oe Community Se-vices, four of the
.

volunteer professionals themffelvep, and two staff of the Mazeac'usetts

Office for Children.

Selction of trsiners-hns a twofold purpoSe. Obviously, you't411 vent

to select trainers who Are best able to impart accurate and useful infoimmt-
e

tion, but there is 'another porpose well.'.The trainint3 sessions are a lk

time to begin to break down mistrust, dispel misconceptions, and eliminate-

stere.iypes about the nAtue of` the child care system and t ature of the.

monitOrini; venture. 'TM Department for' Children and Their Fe= es stsff-

. person, for'example, not only "institcted" the volunteers about the

.Dokrtment'v residential services, but also imparted a sense orgenuine

Concern for children, gave a realistic appraise . of the limitations of the

system, and responded to Questions' openly tnd forthiightly. ti That session

Introduceeethe volunteerd to the Department and the Department/to"the

. eolunteers, doing much to pave the way for a cooperative relationship.

Similarly, the presentation by the representatives of the organization

of provider agencies (the Rhode _Island Council on Residential Programs)

provided the oppottunity for the volunteers to 'interact with. rtaff of a

facility, which served to reduce misconception3 and distrust on both sides.

The raining is also nn opportunity to tap th0 expertise of your

volunteers. By focusing on volunteer professionals, you will have -already

recruited people with a wealth of talent and knowledge, and tome of -them

6701 he your best trainers. The ode Inland project used its own volunteer

urofessionals to address a Amber of topics---the court process, staffinc

issues in residential frIcilitierf and interviewine skilln.
A

It is probably best to 'we only local trainers. The only out of stite.

varticipants in the Rhode Island Projeef!r trainine i.r. t) staffp0-:roNn

S'tu'n the Massachusetts Office for Children, received strong frtvornble reaction.

4
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concerning their discussion of attitudinal issues and values clatificetion;

but their description of the process of setting up and carrying out their

citizen-batted evaluation of residential facilities was viewed by many of

the trainees as too dissimilar from the Rhode Island project to be useful

to them. The Office for Children was very helpful to consult with on n

staff to staff basis concerning the design of monitoring questionnaires,

and the-manual they produced provided much useful information for the

Rhode Island project to draw upon, 'eprocess, And slbsequently ar!apt to

its own purposes. Trying to bridge the gap between their project design

And the Rhode Island project's design in the relatively brief training

session itself, however, did not prove to be effective. It is hoped that

the manual for the Rhode Island project will be used in similar fashion by

other projects---as a guide for developing their own local versions Of the

program, not as a means to reproduce identical projects in ot': locations.

The training is not the time to invite in "outside experts" but rather to

do the local temn-buildinf; provide essential information to traine:s.s;

develop trainees', skills; Pnd begAn to break down communication barriors.

(e) The Informational Pacl':ct moo. `_.sinew. it!, informltiowd

of materials should he developed to augment the training r.essionr the,aselves.

Some trainees, in their evaluation of the training prograri, suggested that

even more ol the training content be reduced to written form rather than be

covered in detail in the actual presentations and discussion. Project staff,

howeer, urges caution in this refs. rd. Do not overIoad your packe, relPm-

bering that you 4re denline with bury volunteer profes7donalJ

Consider also the expertise of the volunteer professionnls whc

the trainees and the fact that such expertise will not be shared on a

particular topic if that training naterinl ir merely included in the :ck-t.

rather than prevented and discussed. EvPn thouh r.ornc of the orally

presented material will not be new material for some of the volunteors,

they will consider the sessions valuable if thPy are made to feel that their

perce!Itions and comments in the discussion are being accepted and viewod r+!7

helpful to other volunteers less knowledgeable in thane narticulat 41-e%!7.

Tnis is essential for effective term-bUildinc.

the trliaeeri packet u6ed in th 1:1.N111 T,roject eontqineu 1.11

following items designed to supplement or provide bnckcrolnd laterial or

the topics presented.

2 .;



Relevant legislation and statutes on children's rights,,
on the function of the Child Advocate's office, and on

confidentiality.

Available current standards for residential pare facilities,
as published by the Department for Children and Their

Families.

Sample record keeping forms used in facilities.

A glossary of terms and acronyms the volunteer is
likely tc encounter .fin di. Iucssions of th0 caild care
field and the programs of individual facilities.

Sample job specifications/descriptions for various
positions within residential facilities.,

"Guidelines for Interviewing," a brief paper prepared
4 by the trainer who dealt vith the topic of effective
interviewing.

An outline and summary description of the training sessions.

Some sample questions from the interviewing guide to be
used in the actual monitoring visits.

7. OngoinE Training During the Project

The Rhode Island project retained the option of providing more training

as further needs developed during the course of the project. The vehicle

preferred for carrying out such training, according to the training evalua-

tion questionnaire filled out by trainees, was the monthly meeting of the

volunteer task force.

Surprisingly few additional training needs developed. Once the

monitoring began, volunteers' initial hesitancy and expressed needs for

more training in matters such ae interviewing seemed to disappear. The

sharing of fe:periences, techniques and findings among the volunteers at

the monthly meetings seemed to fulfill any additional "training" needs of

the volunteers.

One Inter optional activity, participated in by some of the volunteers,

was a court observation experience. Those wh8 participated were predominantly

those least familiar with the child care system, lnd they expressed nfter

wards thy; they found the experience very useful in understanding the over-Ill

children's services system and what children experience ir eoing through it.
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To those engaged in replicating this project, the Rhode Island project

staff would recommend that more such optional experiences be offered to

the volunteers. A selection of such optional "live" experiences with the

children's services system can be very effective in augmenting the time-

limited initial training, and can take into account the different training

needs and interests of various volunteers.

III. THE MONITORING VISITS

A. Preparation

1. Gathering_ Background Information Concerning the Facility

If one is to make the best use of the time-limited monitoring visit, de-
.

tailed preparations must be made. The program monitor, the team of volunteers,

and the facility director and his or her staff must all be oriented to the

schedule for the dray, the issues to be explored, nndthe format to be followed.

The Rhode Island project deCided from the outset to limit the monitoring visit

to a single day, and this self-imposed time limitation made it even more essential

that all time at the facility be put to the best possible use.

Staff should begin by identifying And meeting with the best sources of

current information about the facility to be monitored. In Rhode Island, these

were the Department for Children and Their Families' Facility Liaisons (and in

some cases mid-level superivsory staff within the Department) and the Child

Advocate. The Facility Liaison for a particular facility oriented the Program

Vonitor to the nature of the population the facility served, the written

'thaterialn already provided to the Dreartment by the facility, and any specific

programmatic concerns the Department had about the facility. The Child Advocate

alerted the Monitor about any past issues or problems brought to his attention

concerning the facility and any particular areas of emphasis he wanted to be

included in the interviewing during the visit.

2. Orienting_ the Facility to be Visited

An initial letter was sent to all facilities to be monitored, explaininc

the project and indicating that they would be on of the facilities to b' monitored.

This gave facilities basic information about the project before they were actually

scheduled for visits.

28
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Several weeks before a monitoring visit, a second leter was sent out, re-

emphasizing the mandate under which the project was being performed, explainin&

in more detail what was to be required of the facility on the monitoring visit

day, and'setting the date of the monitoring visit (Appendix G). There was also

phone contact between the Monitor and the facility as the day of the site visit

approached to discuss the plan for the day to assure that necessary interviews

had been set up.

3. Orienting the Volunteer Site Visit Team

Using the background information she had already gathered, the Program

Monitor prepared a "Program Summary" of the facility's program to provide basis

information to the site visit team. The one or two page summary described the

current status of the program: number and age of clients, type of clients,

admission criteria, program strengths, concerns about the program (e.g. staff

turnover, inaccessibility to community resources, past disciplinary problems),

etc. This document, the interview guides to be used and, in some cases,

additional brief descriptive documents provided by the facility were sent to

the monitoring team well before the site visit day. On the actual day of the

monitoring visit, the team met immediately prior to the site visit for about a

half hour to assign responsibilities for the day (interviewing, records review,

etc.) and to review the plan for the visit.

One decision you will have to make in replicating the project is how much

information concerning alleged program weaknesses and problems your staff should

Share with the site visit team beforehand. How does one strike the right balance

between providing useful background information and maintaining an unbiased perspec-

tive on their part? Because the Rhode Island Project decided on one day site

visits as its monitoring approach, staff decided that in most cases such informa-

tion would be shared ahead of the site visit.

4. The Interview Guides

In preparing interview euides, the Rhode Island project drew heavily

from an existing manual published by the Massachusetts Office for Children.

That book, Hello Walls: A Handbook for Citizen Review of Children's Renidential

Facilities (1980), includes extensive sample questionnaires, which provided not

only ideas but also some of the actual questions used by the Rhode nrnject

for its own interview guides. But the Rhode Island project was faced with a very

different experience from the Massachusetts one, and r quite different appro7lch

to the interviewing was therefore needed.

iG'd



Time was limited. Because the Rhode Island project limited itself to.one-

day monitoring visits rather than conducting full-scale multi-visit program

evaluations, the project had to focus its interview guides on major areas of

concern and could not go into the very detailed questioning that the Massachusetts

project engaged in.

Because the Rhode Island project relied on volunteer professionals, each

with his or her own particular area of expertise, it therefore did not want to

confine the interviewers rigidly to a lengthy, detailed, very structured ques-

tionnaire. Providing an interview Ella, instead gave some consistency across

projects, while still enabling the volunteers to bring to bear their own knowledge

and experience in the interview process.

The diversity of facilities to be monitored also made it impossible to

develop one standard questionnaire. The age of the children in placement ranged

from infancy to adolescence, depending on the facility being monitored. Sowe

facilities were short-term emergency shelters, others housed youth over a

longer period in a group home setting, and still others were private sector

children's homes, some with on-grounds educational programming in their own

schools. And there were some highly specialized facilities - - -a program for

autistic children and a wilderness camp for adolescents.

Attached are three sample interview guides (Appendix H), which provided

the basis for individualized interview guides prepared for each facility visit.

In some facilities the interview guides were used as presented here; for others

they were revised considerably. Such changes were made on the basis of (1) known

problems a facility was having (e.g. community resistance, staff turnover, runaways,

or discipline) or (2) special program components, specialized target populations,

or unique circumstances of the program.

The interviewing included two basic kinds of questions---those seeking

factual information and those seeking opinions and impressions about the

facility and its atmosphere. Both are essential for obtaining a comprehensive

view of the facility and its situatior.

The questions of a factual. nature uncover strengths and deficits in policy,

operating procedure, staff training, staff deployment. and other program elements.

Zxamples of such questions are: "If I were a new kid in this program, whlt would

haypen on my first day here?" and "What regular in-service training is nvailable"
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The more open-ended questions address issues that could be problematic even

in a facility where the on-paper policies, procedures, and operational guidelines

are exemplary. Such questions included: "What's it like (for a youth) to be

here?" and "What are the most stressful things about the job for you personally?"

In addition to interview guides, some guidelines for observation were also

provided to the monitoring team. These were adapted from the Massachusetts

project and focused primarily on the degree to which the facility maintained a

home-like atmosphere and allowed for th- individual expression of residents

(e.g. in room decor, etc.).

B. Carrying Out the Visits

There was also no standard format for the monitoring visits themselves. A

standard format was iTpossible because of the diversity o_ the facilities, the'

small number of staff and residents in some oi them, and the desire by the mon-

itoring teams to avoid being intrusive or disruptive to the regular routine of

the programs. Availability of staff and residents for interviewing, more than

any other factor, determined the schedule for the day.

Some elements were common to all the facility visits, however. These in-

cluded some activities that the site visit team carried out as a group and others

that they conducted individually.

There was generally a group orientation to the facility by its administrator,

a tour of the premises, and a sharing and explaining of basic program documents

(policy and procedure statements, etc.). This orientation provided a baseline

understanding of the facility, which was then augmented by individual information-

gathering activities of the team members.

Much of the monitoring visit was speric in individual activities by the

monitoring team members. These included interviews with staff (both supervisory

and direct care staff), interviews'with residents, and review of record-keeping

systems. A team generally consisted of the Progfw Monitor and three volunteers

to provide sufficient manpower for these activities.

Deploying the site visit team in this manner had several important benefits.

It made the most ef:ibient use of the team members; the amount of informntion-

gathering could never have been carried out in a single day if the predomitvint

approach had- been to have interviewers work in groups. But, more important, it

encouraged open and forthright dialogue between team members and the interviewees.
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Not only are one-to-one interviews less intimidating to staff and residents, but

the opportunity for private and confidential dialogue is crucial. If there is

one cardinal rule to follow in the conducting of the site visits, it is to ensure

iductet2............Riarivatetlythateveinterviewis.corsettioutofearshotofother

staff or residents and free of interruptions. In a small facility, this mar be

difficult to arrange, but project staff and monitoring team members quickly

learned to be very assertive in their insistence on this point. Group interviews

with more than one staffperson of the facility should be strongly discouraged,

other than for an initial orientation to the program.

At the close of the visit, the team members again gathered as a group to

share impreesiOns and raise questions on unresolved matters with the facility's

administrator. In keeping with the non-investigatory approach of the monitoring

process, preliminary findings were shared and discussed at this time. This gave

the administrator the opportunity to identify areas in which the facility might
ro

need assistance, and it gave the monitor and her team the opportunity to suggest

ways to address problems or identify other resources that the facility could use

to meet its needs.

C. The Repbrt

1. Contents

The Program Monitor wrote each report, usilg interview notes and other brief

written observations submitted by the team members, as well as program documents

submitted by the facility's director. :reports were relatively short (nbout 15

double-spaced typed pages) and were intentionally designed not to duplicate

existing documentation about the program. Some facilities had detailed program

literature, policy and procedure manuals, and other descriptive material. The

Monitor's written report highlighted, quoted from, and referenced these documents

rather than repenting their contents.

Topic headings in the reports varied uomewhnt but generally included moat of

the following:

Rights of Children
Program Goals
Casework
Discipline
Community Relations
Education
Overall Atmosphere,
Staff Functioning/Staff Stress
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Administration
Work Ehvironment
Record Keeping
Staff Training/Retention of Staff
Physical Plant
Conclusions and Recormmendations

2. Approval Process

The approval process for the report on each'facility included the opportunity

for the facility's staff to suggest addl.tions and corrections; this was essential

to the establishing of trust between the project and the provider agencies.

The report on a facility vas sent in draft form to the administrator of the
4

facility and the site visit team members Aar comment. Neither the Child Advocate

nor the Department for Children and Their Families ever received a copy of this

draft document.
.

Some corrections and clarifications were made by site visit team members,

but more frequently comments came from the facility director (or from staff with

whom he or she chose to share the report.) The,project was receptive to input

from the facilities but also firm in refUsing to allow any facility to exercise

veto power over the contents of a report.

Revaral type© of changes were generally accepted by the project staff and

incorporated into the final repopt on a facility. These included.(1) Further

explanatory comments on material that was only covered briefly in the report,

(P) revision of particular wording that was objectionable to the facility director

but could be changed without weakening the point being made, (3) retraction or
direct quotes that the facility staffperson being quoted maintained were inac-

curate, and (4) removal or revision of statements that were clearly shown to

be. factually in error. Nk,\

For an assistance-oriented rather than an investigatory project such as this

one, the benefits of such an approach were clear. If the findings and the

recommendations of the report were to be heeded willingly by the facility, the

facility director first had to have a belief that the report was professional,

fair, and even-handed. This project found that providing the opportunity, within

reason, for addition, correction, and ocassionally even retraction could accom- --

plish that goal without weakening or compromising the basic content of the report.

Also essential to this project's approach was the highlighting of positive

program elements an0 the talents and dedication of program staff of the facilities..

33
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In a field where pay and benefits are, for the most part; quite low, dedication

to the children being served and the desire to have positive influence o; their

lives are high. Including well-deserved compliments in the reports was an

honest expression of the findings of the teams, but also served to make negative

findings more palatable to the staff of the facilities.

After the draft was revised on the basis of commentary received, the final

report was sent to the Child Advocate and the director of the facility. The

Advocate, in turn, forwarded copies to he Department for Children and Their

Families after he reviewed and familiarized, himself with its contents.

How recommendations were acted upon will be discussed later in this report.

D. Technical Assistance

The original grant application for the Rhode Island project stressed technical

assistance as a major function of the project. Surely, we felt, a skilled program

monitor ens over thirty volunteer professionals would be called upon to provide

much direct assistance to programs on the basis of findings of the monitoring.

But this turned out not to be the case.

Some programs simply had the resources to implement the recommendations on

their own. In theseicasea, the function of the monitoring team and its report

was'primarily to point out discrepancies---discrepancies between what the staff

of the facility was experiencing and what the administrator believed was happening

or discrepancies between what the facility staff felt was working and what

residents felt wss not. Often this was enough to stimulate action on the part

of the program to address its difficulties.

In other cases, programs were somewhat Nei!: of certain problems already,

and the monitoring report simply served to reinforce their own perceptions and

encourage more decisive action. In the evaluation forms submitted by programs

that were monitored, program administrators commented that the recommendations

"helped affirm our thinking," and that "it was good to see them (the problems)
1

put forth in documented fashion."

The monitor and the teams provided specific assistance by encouraging A

sharing of expertise among programs. A provider organization, the Rhode Isllnd

Council on Residenbial Programs, already existed and had the potential for being

the vehicle for such sharing. But often that organization's energies were ciAl-

Burned in negotiating issues with the Department for Children and Their Families
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or in advocating for a much-needed higher rate of reimbursement for residential
e.

services for children. In addition, members of that organization did not always

gain the in-depth knowledge of other programs that the on-site monitoring teams

did and therefore may have been unaware that program elements of their own

would be valuable to other programs. The monitoring Gams, and particularly the

Program Honiter who served on every team, wereable to familiarize themselves

with the strengths of the. programs they monitored and often were able to encourage

a program's director to consider a successful approach being used by another

program to address a particular problem.
.

One facility administrator, in comments on his evatuation form, sugge:;ted

that this approach be carried even further. .

"Are we taking the right (or best) approach in assisting young
persons with problems? Is someone else (or another program)
doing this in a very different manner and having more success?
Is it possible to review all the programs being offered and
theh follow up with training sessions geared at providing the
best possible approach? Are all our programs that radically
different" This is a good process. However, it seems im-
portant to share collectively with other programs our common
areas of difficulty and methods of successful program operation"

Encouraging such sharing on ak individual program to program basin was an important*

'technical assistance technique of tje monitoring teams, and the more structured *

sharing or pooling of resources through the provider organization was a maor

final recommendation of the project (see the "Recommendations" section of thin

manual).

In a number of cases, the Program Monitor and site visit team did provide

direct assistance to projects during the course of the monitoring visit, but

programs were also directed to other community resources. Simple needs, often

in the area of improving record keeping systems, were responded to direttly by

the teams. For more extensive needs, meny of the programs were directed to the

Volunteers in Action "Skillsbank," the organization that helped recruit !nonitoring

team volunteers and which provides intensive (although lime-limited) nrof-:;fional

assistance on a volunteer basic to a variety of agencies..

Many of the difficulties being encountered by recileAiril

ever, _could not he effectively addressed by %45, of these approacher

required action or policy change by the (under, the Department for Culdrc!;

Their Families. Documenting these difficulties that were Common to mlny facilities

and making recommendations to the Department concerning them way a m.L.-y-,! c)utf7lme
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of the monitoring effort, and one that had not been fully anticipated pt the out

set. As the project developed, project staff spent less time and effort than

expected in providing direct technical assistance to programs but more emphasis

on identifying system-wide problems, developing recommendations concerning

them, and following up with the Departmedt for Children and Their Families to

assure their implementation. Notable achievements were accomplishei in having '

leny of these recommendations responded to by the Department (see "Recommendationn4).

E. Return Visits To Facilities

A return visit was made to each facility approximately six months after the

initial visit.' This follow-up visit enabled the project staff to docUment what

recommendations had been carried out, what problems and:needs a facility still

had and 'hat new difficulties may have arisen trough chances in the facilities

own circumstances or in the child care system.as a whole.

The second visit was much less structured than the first and was emrentially

a conference with the program's director. There were no interview guides, no

terviewin Tf staff or residents, and no formal agenda fol' the cite visit.. A

full silt', visit teem was not used; generally the ProgramIllonito nd one of the

members of the original team ciriducted the visit.

The informality and non-invetItigatory approachof this seCo ,v sit en-

couraged oppennem6 on the part of the facility director. Only, ne c'ts did t

the, return visit not yield an accurate picture of...the currents turn of a prof:ram

and its problems. And in that instance better,corriunicatiori,between the iro;Tan

Monitor and the Department's Facility Liaison could probably hate made the secon6

visit more productive by alerting the Monitor .0 perious difficulties the Depart-

ment knew the facility was experiencinv.
a

The individual return visit reports were shorter (approximpttely five pages)

and lesn detailed than the original reports, and they did not go throng }. A!'

approval process in draft form. By the time of the second visits, a trust level

hnd been established with facility directors, and none of them expressed nerl

to review the follow-tin report on his or her pru;ram before itwne rint

Chill Ad0cate and the 'Pe; for Children end Their Families.

The return visits collectively yielded additional recommendltions---n. t to
,

the individual faciiitiec, but to the Department and to thekernizattin

viler w7encies (The Rhode Island Council on Re*identiel VrosrramS). Thee, rec0:1-

nendations are prevented liter in this ranual.
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Iv. THE FOSTEI. CiatE ASSESSMENT COMPONENT

A. Rationale

Why include a foster care assessment component in an institutionml child

abuse and neglect prevention project? The Council for Community Services and

the Rhode Island Office of the ChildAdvocate decided that such n component was

indeed essential for a number of reasons..
dr

Foster care is the major alterneti,fe residential care option for children
... -

who must be placed outside of their own homes. To omit thin component of the
0

system from review would result in th project providing only a partial view

of residential child care services.

Much preventive work as both possible and very much needed in the foster

care system. Initial assensmente of foster homes were already cerrietout by the

Department for Children and Their Families at the time of their original

licensinc, snd re-evaluations are mandated in certain circumstances, such as

when a foster family novel or is being considered for placement of a hi :her

number of children than it in licensed to care for. And the Department crried

out investigations of fdster homes about which there have been actual allegations

of abuse and neglect. But when other seemingly lesc critical problems develop in

a foster home, the manpower is often noi., avnilable to do the in-depth assessment

at that time, although such assessment, followed by appropriate intervention,.

could pr'vent more serious difficultier from developing.

The khorie Island project therefore chose to include a foster care -icset;s-

mAn* colmonent, staffed by a Master's level clinical social worker, to ansefo

"troliblr,nome" foster homes during the cpproxim:aely eighteen months of

employment with the prOject. Referrals could he made by the Department for

Children rand Their F7Imilies or the Office of. the Chfld Advocate, but Cif.

stipulation war male that they were rot to be cater where ytunl abuse or nerlect

allecations 'were to be investigated. Findinvs of any of theses ansPssminL could

result in A recom.1Pndation to revoil,e a foster family's license or even to

r.,.-nn': e t chilci fr1:1.pInce,rx:t, tut it .,:ar---anticipated tLr!t.

recommendations :ould he rare. instead, the focus of, the assesslents woul he

on prot-ile-i identificktion sand the provision of chort-tem auvintancf- to thi. fostpr

;,n1 the DonfgrtlfIlt in reolvinr. the prlhlem:. This -wristar:,,,-(,ri...tu,*

rather t!.:!. investif,ative 4pproach closely earalleled the rationale uiv,n

the: facil,kx --mitorin$7 iisitn were based.
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The choice to includi. h raider care assessment component proved to'be well

founded very early in the project ns stnff began to interpret the project to the

directors of residential facilities.'Some facility director's who had some

suspicion and hesitancy about the monitoring process pointed out that some foster

hoee had an many children in care an some of the smaller group homes and emer-

gency shelters to be monitored. The ansu fance that the foster care system was

. being, in some sense, "monitored" as well helped to convince facility directors

that the project intended to take a fair and even-handed aplironch to reviewing

the child care system.

B. Wes of Cases Referred

Almost all of the foster homes assessed were referred by the Department

for Children and Their Families, and the types of cases referred illustrate. some

of the difficulties foster homes cnn present that fall short of being abuse or

neglect caner; but which indicate problems that may in fact be danger signr.

Cameo included

A foster home apparently providing good care to children but in
which other relatives periodically livin& in the home wele ex
hihiting behavior potentially dangerous to the children, incledire:
physical damage to the house and an altercation in which. a weapon
was displayed in a threatening manner.

h situation in which a develdpmentelly disabled child hart become
withdrawn and was "failing to thrive" in a new foster hoole place-
lent.

A ewe- in which foster parents abruptly retired from foster
care, necessithtinc the sudden removal of a five year old Flaced
with them since infancy, but then reapplied for s foster care
license six/ months inter.

Cases in which assessments of the same home by different cnoe-
workers in the Department led to conflicting conclusions nbout
the adeeueCy of the care beine. Provided.

Cates in which foster parents, while providing good phyoicn1 fare
to children, were consistently, interfering with nttempts by the
Department to reunify children With their natural families or
were being: "uncooperative" with the Department on other enttere.

C. CarriieE Out the essesrento

evseerment was carried out by mea9c of a direct visit the

3ocial Worker to the arlti nettinc t ,!,,r1 the firt.

Th n Clinical Social tiorker,wee *le to aceomplieh this: c ren rrf.-

rr.ntir r m Problern-solver and a urovid0r f)f mf,rirtnnf-e rt$if.r tl!:,!.



investigator. The fact that she was not an employee of the Department and there-

fore could'brinG a fresh perspectiveto the situation helped her set that kind

of tone to the visit.

In the hame visit, both interviewing ana observation were important. She

interviewed the priclary caregiVing foster parent and, according to, the circum-
a

stances of the case, others in the household as well---the spouse, the foster --

parents' own children, other foster children and other adults livinNthere. And

she observed the home environment and the interaction between'foster parent and

foster ohild.

The assessment process also included a, review of past evaluations and reports

on the home by the Department and interviews with all Departmental social workers

presently or recently involve-in-4th the. home. In many casesOhis provided the

Clinical Social Worker with a quite different-view of the case from that

originally presented by the Depprtment in making the referral.

D. Outcome of the Aoeeaements

1. Assistance to the Department

The foster home assessments provided assistance to the Department for

. Children and Their Families in a number of ways. The expressed purpose !Of the

assessments was to intervene in at-risk foster care situations, identfying'waye

o f remedying their difficulties or, in some bases, recommending the revoking of
.

S.

licenses. This purpose was achieved, with specificrecommendations made on each

home, 0.r. required counseling for the fierily, a licit to the number of children 4

placed in the home,. use of the home only for children of a certain age, closer

monitoring of a home and n reassessment in six months, or (very ocaasionally)

discontinuing Ilse of the home for foster children. But'in the process A( the

assessments, the Clinical Social Worker also provide some direct aseistance to

caseworkers. For example, she providid informal short-term consultation to mon+

of the Department's caseworkers in understanding the functioning of family oystems

and in understanding the needs of foster families----needs which in some cases

were causing "troublesome" relationships h4tween the foster parente. and the case-

worker.

2. Direct Aipistance to the Fester Fhmilies

In addition to making recommendations concerning the homes that were assessed,

the Clinical Social Worker also provided direct assistance to some o1' "the fOster
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;parents 'during the assessment process. She provided informal, short-term, skill-

building training or counseling in the home with regard to dealing with the

foster child's needs and behavior; helped the foster parents identify community

resources for themselves or the foster child for counseling, recreation, and

education: and assisted foster parents in understanding the child care system

and in developing appropriate, non-alienating ways of relatinr to the Department.

3. Identifying System-Wide Themes

'Just as the p-ojram monitor and mJnitoring teams documented problems common

to many residential facilities, the Clinical Social Worker was able to identify

systemic Problems in the foster care system. In nose cases, these system-wide

problems were not unique to foster care in Rhode Island; they fairly closely

matched what the available literature in the field has said for some time. Some

of these problems were

Social workers feeling c'erwhelmed by large caseloads.

_Foster parents feeling that their input is not listened to

in planning for the foster child's future.

Foster Barents reluctant to complain because they fear the
foster child an their care will be removed if they do.

Resistance by'some foster parents to reunification of the
child with the natural family.

Inadequate financial reimbursement to foster parents.

Lack of ongoing-training for foster parents.

Abrupt placement of.childien in foster homes, without the
foster parent being given adequate information about the
child.

An insufficient number of good foster homes, resulting in
the overburdening of those that are available.

A feeling by some socialyorkers that they do not have strong
support from the Department'.

Some of these issues became the subject of final recommendations by the project

to the Department (flee "Recommendations" section of tide manual).

.S.
,

Unanticiprited Roles

of hip;hly lnd experifmce4 Clinical SOCia.. :Worker t; this

project enabled*the project to impact the foster care system in ways that were
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not anticipated when the original grant was written. Major changes within the

Department opened the way for her to take on new roles, building upon the find-

ings of the foster care assessments she had already carried out, and she had the

skill and credibility to easily move into those roles.

The timeframe of this project coincided with a very difficult period for the

Department for Children and Their Families, a period in which there was much re-

organization and much rethinking of how things were being done. A child who had

' been in foster care and had been reunifii with his natural family became a child

abuse fatality. This raised major questions about the Department's handling of

family reunification and its ability to keep track of and coordinate its response

to multiple reports of suspected child abuse in a family. The Department's

Director was replaced, many policies and procedures were revamped, and new

approaches to family reunification and to child abuse investigation were developed.

During this period, referrals of foster homes for assessment by the project

stopped, but the Clinical Social Worker took on new functions. Some of these

were on her own initiative and some were at the invitation of the Department.

She took tIA lead in developing a major proposal to the Department on giving

selected foster parents primary roles in the family reunification process. This

proposal for using foster parents as "supportive educators" to work with the

natural families of children in their care was not adopted by the Department,

which chose instead a more traditional model for a family reunification pilot

project. But the issues it rallied emphsized to the Department the need to re-

think how foster families can aid in reunification rather than simply being

confined to the role of providing substitute care. Excerpts from this proposal

are included as Appendix 1.

The Department encouraged the project's Clinical Social Worker to partici-

pate in the review and revamping of a number of Departmental policies and

practices. The thoroughness and specificity of her foster care assessments led

the Department to invite her to participate in the revision of both its initial

foster home assessment process and its re-evaluation process. Her identification

of areas in which foster parents needed additional skill-building and assistance

led to the opportunity for her to observe and critique the series of training;

and orientation sessions for new foster>perents. And she also became a partici-

pant in policy planning meetings at the Department beinfr, held to review and re-amp

policies on such matters as foster care recru_tment and training.
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On her own initiative and with the cooperation of the Department, she developed

an eight session support/training program for foster pnrents.already involved in

providing foster care services. She conducted this series of sessions, demon-

strating to the Department the ability to engage foster parents willingly in such

a program and providing the Department with a model for future support /training

sessions of this kind. (See appendix J for summary of these sessions).

I. THE GOAL ACHIEVED: RECOMMENDATIONS ND THEIR OUTCOME

A. What to expect

In replicating this project, you should expect a mixed response to recom-

mendations----both to the recommendations to facilities and to recommendations to

the department for children's services. Yet, while not every recommendation of

the Rhode Island project was accepted and implemented, many of them were adopted,

and the overall child care system was improved. Perhaps enually important, the

system was opened to review by professionals from the community, and even in cases

where recommendations were not followed, ideas may have been planted that will

take root at a later date.

In particular, do not expect your monitoring visits and recommendations to

have major impact on large facilities. It was the experience of the Rhode Island

project that the larger facilities are very difficult to review using this

monitoring model. Often a monitoring team leaving a large facility at the end

of the one-day monitoring visit felt the it had not gotten below the surface in

understanding that prorram and its etrencths and weakensses. This is not to say

that "bigger in better." Nor is it to say that larger facilities were less

honest or less receptive to the review. Larger facilitien simply are more

routinized, tend to have more highly developed policy and procedure statements,

are often alreody subject to other review processes for sccreditntioe,

usually have many more program components or facets to review. Even the Mlusq,

chusetts Office for Children, which uses citizen review teams to carry out longer-

term multi-visit evaluations of children's residential facilities, has found that

its review or large facilities is much lors productive'.

TL'. Rhode Island project nevertheless recommends that you include loirger

facilities in your reviee process, lt necessnrily for whit you Vitt do for them,

but rather for what can be learned from thorn, :iany proi71amminc, record 1:0opini,

and staff training techniques shared win smaller fnci:itior by the monitorinf:.
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teams came from the larger facilities. And, if your project is to document system-

wide problems and issues as well as make recommendations to individual facilities,

you will need to include the larger facilities to get a complete picture of that

system.

B. Recommendations to Facilities

Your project can have direct impact on the individual residential facilities

you monitor. At the close of the Rhode Island project's first round of monitor-

ing visits to the facilities, an'evaluation questionnaire was sent out to all

facilities that had been monitored. One of the questions asked was "Have changes

occurred/been implemented...on the basis of the report or its recommendations?"

The responses were gratifying, and the return visits corroborated that the changes

had indeed taken place, in some cases simply by action of the facility director

and in other cases by action of the facility's board with whom the director had

shared the report. Changes included improvements to the physical plant, establish-

ment of security to prevent unauthorized entry by outsiders, better deliniation

of supervisory roles and responsibilities, improved record keeping, and revamping

of the acceptance/intake process (See - Appendix K for fuller listing of responses).

Interestingly, some facility directors mentioned some changes by the Depart-

ment for Children and Their Families as outcomes of the monitoring process, and

this was even before the Department had responded to the specific system-wide

recommendations made by the project. But the Department had alreddy begun respon-

ing in writing to the Child Advocate to t,ach facility monitoring report it received,

commentini:, on each of the recommendations made. During the major departmental

reorganization that took place during the course of the Rhode `Island project, the

Department's written responses to the individual monitoring reports ceased for

a time, but when second visits to facilities began taking place, the Department

again responded to the reports on individual facilities. In some cases, the

Department would reject a recommendation as "not an acceptable solution and...

inconsistent with...needs of clients." In other cases, recommendations would

be accepted, e.g. "The suggestion that DCF provide leadership in this area is

a goo0 one lnd will he explored." And in still other cases, the Department simply

aereed with the concern being raised, premising an in-depth look at the matter,

e.r. "The Department is concerned (about the issues raided in a recommendation).

This prornsnl will be closfAy reviewed."



C. Interim Recommendations to the De artment

A projr^t such as this definitely has the potential for achieving system-

wide changes as well as improvement in the functioning of individual facilities.

The approach followed by the Rhode fIsland project was very productive in this

regard and is thei-efore recommended to those replicating the project. Do not

simply put all your recommendations in writing to the department for children's

cervices without first sharing your findings with the department in an in-person

face-to-face meeting. This enables you get the Department's perspective on

your findings before you develop formal recommendations, helps you give better

focus to your recommendations, and increases the likelihood that they will be

heeded.

The Rhode Island project, for example, developed a statement of ten issues

for such discussion with the Department. In that discussion, some of these

matters were satisfactorily resolved in an informal manner, with the Department

explaining its stance and/Or suggesting ways the matters could be addressed with

the facility directors during return monitoring visits. On some of the issues,

however, an Acting Assistant Director of the Department suggested that the project

make spedific recommendations in writing to the Department's Director. This was

done with six of the matters.

All those six recommendations were responded to positively, with specific

policy statements issued by the Department or, in one case, with legislation in-

troduced, s4ported by the Department, and passed in the state legislature. The

recommendation (in brief summary form) and the Department's responses were as

follows:

1. The project recommended that the Department (DCF) require vendors to
maintain records in a manner that would alloy. transfer to DCF of median ]_

and educational information that might have /l value, with the

remaining case record material to be destroyed three years After client
discharge.

Eesponse: The Department issue'? a new policy to vendors, reluirinc
such transfer of information, specifying security reouirements for
c-Ino records of closed cases, and permittinc destruction of old

records after five years.

2. The project recommended that DCF require vendor facilities to have
functioning boards of directors or advisory bonrdsi which were absent
it Fflm,. of the uwiller frccilitic ..

14
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Response: The Department issued a policy to vendors, requiring such
boards, and delineating criteria fpr their composition and functioning.

3. The project recommended that DCF require each facility to have pro-
cedures for hiring a new director, safeguards against precipitous
closure of the facility, and provision for interim supervision of
staff and program itr the event of temporary disability of the directoi.

This recommendation was made in response to the project's finding that
some smaller, independently operated facilities, in which the present

director was also often the founder, lacked such procedures.

Response: The Department required of each vendor a written procedure
for employing or replacing executive staff; the procedure had to in-
clude who was designated to carry out the responsibility, what process
would be followed, and within what timeframes it would be carried out.

4. The project recommended DCF issue guidelines on what fund-raising is

allowable by facilities contracting with DCF.

Response,: DCF issued a policy to all vendors on this matter.

5. The project recommended that= provide more specific guidatice to'

emergency shelters on what information should be part of individual

case records.

221E2mtv DCF issued a policy on content of vendor case records to

all vendors, delineating seven specific content requirements.

G. The project recommended that DCF require emergency shelters to have

emergency lighting systems, especially since these facilities could

contain many newly admitted children at the same time who would be

unable to assist each other in evacuation in the event of an elec-

trical fire that extinguished hallway and stairway lighting.

Response: DCF supported the introduction and passage of a bill in

the state legislature to require emergency lighting systems in

emergency shelters and group homes and stated its intent to include

in its budget the funds to provide for their installation.

D. Final Recommendations.of the Project

At the close of the project, additional recommendations were made, the

outcome of which remain to be t=een. Three types of recommendations were issued:

(1) recommendations to DCF concerning residential facilities, (2) recommendations

to DCF roncArning foster care, and (3) recommendations to the provider organization

or rericiential facility directors.

Thr2 difficulty with a pilot project such as this one is that the resources; for

rolloy-up on such recommendations usually ends with the close of the grant period.

Many of the following recommendations could have been the subject of active nesis-

tanc by the program monitor, the clinical social worker, And the volunteer



professional teams, if the staff resources continued to be available to do so. In

replication, perhaps you will have to begin the project on a pilot basis; but the

more permanence that can be given to such a professional review process, the more

such a project can count on achieving.

The final recommendations are listed below in brief form. More detailed

commentary on the recommendations can be found in Appendix L.

1. Recommendations to DCF on Residential Facilities

. DCF should more consistently encourage training of staff at all levels

within residential programs by providing contractual incentives to the

facilities.

As more difficult-to-handle youth are placed in facilities not

specifically designated as treatment agencies, the Department should

recognize the need for clinical consultation services by these

facilities.

DCF should work with the Rhode Island Council on Residential Programs

to encourage the formation and facilitating of support groups for

direct service staff of child care facilities.

The Department should continue to work aggressively toward establishing

a true continuum of care.

2. Recommendations to DCF on Foster Care

Re-evaluation of any foster home should involve gathering input from

all workers involved with that foster home at the time andin the

recent past.

Ongoing training and support to foster parents, sponsored by the ----

Department, shOuld be a high priority.

The Department for Children and Their Families should develop more

structured ways for foster parents to actively assist in the reuni-

fication process in which the foster child retums to the natural

family.

The De'partment should more fully involve each foster parent as part

of the "case team" in planning for the foster child(ren) placed in

his/her home.

The Department should utilize selected foster parents as trainers for

other foster parents and as leaders of foster parent support groups.

Within practical limits, the Department should provide some opportunity

for caseworkers to express their preferences with regard to which.foster

families they feel they can rnovt effectively work with
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3. Recommendations to the Rhode Island Council on Residential Programs
rRIOORP) .

RICORP should set up an ongoing system of supportive group sessions
for direct care staffi in which techniques, case studies, positive
experiences and fruatPations can be shared.

RIOORP should serve as a clearinghouse for training opportunities
in the child care field, encouraging its member agencies to open
in-service training to staff members of other facilities or to
participate in joint training ventures with other facilities.

RIOORP should explore ways in which to better meet the relief
staff needs that exist in some of its member facilities.

VI. SOME CLOSING KITES ON PROJECT REPLICATION

In writing this manual, we have tried to strike a balance between describ-

'ing'one particular project and providing specific guidance for project replication.

We wanted to "whet your appetite" by providing an "-depth view of what one project

has accomplished. We did this to spark your own yfthusiasn for project replication

and` to give you concrete examples to share with whomever you may need to convince

about the value of such a project. Perhaps, however, you feel we have been short

on providing specific tools---fully developed training programs for volunteers,

interview questionnaires that you .:nn adopt fully in their present form, etc. We

have intentionally not provided such things, for we firmly believe that they should

not in,fact be provided. We can provide an example, but the project you develop

cannot be a copy of ours. It must, we'llrmly believe, be uniquely tailored to

your own_area and its particular structures, needy, and services.

Can such a project succeed in a larger jurisdiction? Rhode IslanO, as the

smallest state in the union, is in many ways n "city-state." The federal,Pepart-

ment for Health and Human Services at the inception of this project expressed

concern as to its applicability to large states or other types of jurisdictions.

We do not have a firm answer to that concern but have some suggestions from

our own experience. (1) Start small. Begin in fairly homogeneous regions or

jurisdictions, where the residential facilities are reasonrble accessible to the

geographic area of origin of the children they serve. It would be foolhardy, for

example, to try to begin with a rural jurisdiction which sends many children to

distnnt facilities. (P) Do not try to impose the same design on every jurisdiction

Be responsive to local conditions. One prea may have a voluntary action center to
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aid in volunteer recruitment; another may not. One jurisdiction may use residential

care more heavily than another; you might even want to consider adapting the process

to non-residential programs for children in certain regions. In Rhode Island, for

example, the monitoring model has been successfully marketed to the Governor's

Justice Commission (the state planning agency for criminal justice) for monitoring

non-residential programs funded under the federal Juvenile Justice/Delinquency

Prevention Act. The seme task fOlice of volunteers will monitor that set of programs

in 1984-85. (3) Do not consider it a fc"lure if the project does not produce

notable results in every region. Receptivity to the project varies and is not

always predicatnble at the outset. The Rhode Island Department for Children and

Their Families happened to undergo a major reorganization and self-assessment during

the timeframe of this project, undoubtedly contributing to the openness that the

Department showed to the project's efforto and findings.

The one firm belief we want to share with you is that, regardless of the

speicific outcomes of one particular project, the concept Aliofessional volunteer

citizen review has grc-nt merit. Several of the volunteers themselves expressed

the value of the project in this regard in their own final written evaluation of

the project.

"The facilities were reminded that they are not independent of

the overall child care system and that they have to meet basic

minimum criteria and standards. But they were also given a

loud and clear message that their concerns are worthy of atter,-

tion and that DCF is not-infallible and is also subject to
review. Also, the facilities .elcomed the opportunity to talk
with people who cared...."

"Professionals like myself have 7 stake in the community and
want to see programs work. We can add to the project and use
the insight gained for our own work. A ripple effect!"



Job Descriptions

Program Monitor

Education and experience

Master's in Social Work, Social Research, or a related discipline

(or BaChelor's degree and equivalent experience).

Direct experience in conducting program evaluation and/or program

monitoring.

Special skills or knowledge

Strong writing skills.

Knowledge of data collection systems, interviewing vethods.

questionnaire design and related monitoring and-evaluation

methods.

Knowledge in the field of children's services, especially with

regard to the seellepe types and models of residential programming.

Primary duties and responsibilities

Conduct monitoring visits, together with volunteer monitoring

teams, and prepare monitoring reports.

Provide technical assistance together with volinteers to programs

to improve program operation, develop accountability systems, and

correct deficiencies.

Clinical Social Worker

Education and experience

Master's in Social Work, with clinical emphasis.

Three years experience in a clinical social work position, at

least one of which was in a supervisory or program management

capacity. Experience in child protective services preferred.

Special skills or knowl4dge.

Strong clinical skills.

Knowledge in the field of children's services, especially with

regard to foster care, residential programming, and protective

services.

Knowledge of social program administration and management.

Strong writing skills.
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'
Primary duties and responstbilities

Carry out in-depth assessments of troublesome foster homes:

eP
provide assistance to foster parents in improving their foster

parenting skills; and, in cases of unworkable, deficient foster

homes, provide the necessary documentation to ensure license

revocation.

Serve as clinical consultant to the project's program monitor

and teams of volunteer professionals whowill monitor residential

facilities.

Providei..technical Assistance of a clinical nature to child care

and treatment agencies as a result of findings by monitoring teams.
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Appen x B

f

CCS Task Force Membership

4k

.1114 members listed below were active on the Task Force-through all or n siinifi-

cantpart of the project perigd. The list does not include five inaividuals who

were recruited but who did not become active at all or resigned very early in
the life of the project. Professional positions dieted are those held by members

at the start of the project; later job changes are not included.

Thomas"isy, Chairman
Associate Justice
Rhode Island'Family Court

David Heden
Juvenile' Intake Supervisor
Rhode Island Family Court

Bruce Keiser
Evaluation Specialist
City of Pawtucket
City Planning Dept.

Stephen King, Supervisor
Youth Diversionary Unit
Rhode Island Family Court

Dr. Joan Merdinger
Assistant Professor
School of Social Work
Rhode*Islfnd College

Cyndy Moniz
Assistant Professor
School of Social Work
Rhode Island College

Dr. Lenore Olsen
Assistant Professor
School of social Work
Rhode Island College

Dr. Richard Pease
Psychologist,
.Frivate Practice

Dr. Patricia Glasheen
Associate Dean - School of

Education and Human Development
Rhode Island College

- Judge in FaMily Court.. Also chaired
a smaller predecessor CCS Evaluation
Task Force of volunteers.

EXtenaive experience in the courts
and with community agencies.'

Formerly program monitor for Pawtucket
Office of Community Affairs.

Master's Degree in Guidance and
Counseling. Extensive expeTience in
the courts and ith community agencies.

Teaches research presently. Has
taught full range of courses.

Organized training for group home
staff in her former position with
Consortium for Continuing Education.

Fbrmer Research Director of Council
for Community Services. In that
position, participated in .design of
program evaluations, processing of
data, training of interviewers, etc.

Formerly worked in Child and Family
Psychiatry Office of Rhode Island
Hnspital.

An educator with direct nervier.
experience.
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Winifred Glynn
Retired nurse

Mary Lou Cubbage
Teacher
Gordon School

Carlo brio
Providence Community Action

Program

dary Kilpatrick
*Thad. Island Hospital Trust.

Bank

Dr. Alice Gross
Psychologist 1

R.I. Department of Mental Health,
Retardation, and hospitals

Donna Corey
Registered Nurse
Rhode Island Hospital.

Annalee M. Bundy, Director
Providence Public Library

Patricia F. Zanella
Division of Retardation
R.I. Dept; of Mental Health,
Retardation and Hospitals

Derothee D. Maynard
The Good Neighbor Alliance
Corporation

Michael Worthen
President/Administrator
Looking Upwards, Inc.

. William Brown
Director of Professional .services
Children's Friend and Service

Patricia A. Buckley
Registered Nurse
R.I. Departtent of Mental Health,'
Retardation and Hospitals

S

Experience in nursing work with
childrapover the last 10 years.

Termerly clinical educator with child
guidance clinic..

Directs elderly services at Providence
Community Action Program; also does
work for the Mayor's Policy Office.

Lawyer in the business community.

Presently a pachologiat'at the state
hospital. But doctorate is in educa-
tion. She is certified special ed
teacher and certified reading
specialist.

Experience in general health care
and nutrition.

(*rates and evaluates a variety of
learning programs for poverty-level
children.

Administers program of community-
based group homes for retarded and
evaluates such homes.

Presently in business for herself.
But has 18 years pact experiepce in
the health care field, having served
as an X-ray technician and as the
director of an ehergency treatment
center.

Administers residential program for
school age retarded clients; has
staff of 80.

18 years of experience in all ages
of ehildrens' services.

Coordinates health care in group homes
for the retarded. R.N. Consultant in
community program at Dept. of MHRH,
Ladd Center for the retarded.
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' Teter E. McGrath
Student
Rhode Island School off'

Social Work

Chris Sullivan
Registered Nurse
Instructor of'Nursing,
University' of Rhode Island
School of Nursing

Carolyn flames
Registered Nurse'
Assistant Professor
Rarbnt-Child Health Nuriing
University of.Rhode.4sland

V.

Diane CocozZa Martins
Registered Nurse
Instructor, Community Health
Nursing

University of Rhode Island

Laura Reitz
Mental Health Counselor
New England Fellowship

Vslorie Ann Avedisian
Child Care Coordipator
The Women's Center

JanifOrKinder
Registered Nurse
Public Health Nurse Consultant
R.I. Dept. of Mental Health,
Retardation and Hospitals

Holly Powell
Registered Nurse
Assistant Professor
University of Rhode Island/Parent-
Child Health Nursing

Kathleen F. Phillips
Rcristered Nurse
l-f,fructor, Ftmily %ree
Pvictitioner Program nt
University of Rhode 'eland.
School of Nursinr

6 years experience in residenti'al
cars' for children: direct care,

treatment and administration.

A pediatric nurse practioner with ea-
tensive experience in child, health,

and nutrition.

13 years experience in pediatric N'f

nursing and education in all facets
of parentidg and developmental health
care.

A community health instructor with
'special skills in nutrition, counsel- .

ing and parenting.-

CounselOr for residents in group fiome
for mentally ill adults.

Experience as a mental, health worker
with adolescents and adults, a
research invIstigator'in hosrital
studies, and Rn employee of a women's
shelter facility,

Experience in case management and
11motd*45e of community resources.

A family nurse practitioner and hat
been involved in health care of
children and_ families.

Pedihtric nurse practitioner and',
clinical instructor of family health
assessment. t%



Michael Lichtenstein
Director
Providence House

Eileen Sullivan
Westwick House'

Gail goy
AssiStIpt Director
Fellowship House

Kristen Johnston
Fellowship House

Joanne McD0well
Director .

John Hope Day Care

Christopher Nocera
"CASA" Volunteer
Family Court

a

4IP

Program Director for a group
home residence serving mentally
ill addits.

Counselor for residents in group
home serving mentally ill adults.

Supervisor end counselor fOr group
home serving mentally ill adults.

Employee of group home residence
serving mentally ill adults.

Directs day care program.for
children.

Volunteer worker in Family Court's
CASA (Court Appointed Special
Advocate Program).
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Appendix C

A VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITY FOR CITIZEN REVIEW

OF CHILDREN'S RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMMING

11/1/82

Back und of the Institutional Chfld Abuse and Ne lect Prevention Pro ect

The project began October 1, 1982, as a 17-18 month demonstration grant to
the Council for Community Services (CCS) from the federal Department of -

Health and Human Services. It is a joint project by CCS and Rhode Island's
Office of the Child Advocate. There are two components of the project, one
which will monitor and provide technical assistance to the residential
faiilities in which the Department for Children and their Families places
children and the other which will assess and provide assistance to trouble-
some foster homeswithinthefoster care system. Both components of the project
are designed to be pro-active and preventive, identifying problems or diffi-
culties before they reach the critical stage and providing resources to remedy
problems or shortcomings in order to improve the quality of care.

Design of thegroject

A program monitor, stationed at CCS, will lead monitoring teams of trained
volunteer professionals from a variety of human ser%ice disciplOasto
monitor the residential facilities. As situations are uncovered in the
monitoring visits that can be addressed by the provision of short-term
technical assistance, the program monitor and the teams of volunteer pro-
fessionals will provide those technical assistance services.

A clinical social worker, stationed at the Child Advocate's Office, will
do in-depth assessments of foster homes which have been identified as trouble-
some through a cross-referencing of complaints. The primary focus of these
assessments will be on identifying' the difficulties in these foster homes and
providing the assistance to the foster parents to remedy the problems. In

those cases where a foster home is found to be unsalvagable, however, the role
of the clinical social worker will be to provide the documentation necessary
for license revocation.

The assessment of and assistance to the foster homes will be a staff function,
not involving the volunteer professionals. The clinical social worker will,
however, also provide clinical consultation to the program monitor and the
volunteer teams with regard to clinical issues encountered in the monitoring
of the residential facilities.

Responsibilities and Time Commitment of the Volunteer Professionals

(1) The Volunteers will attend the monthly meetings of the volunteer Evalu-
ation Task Force of CCS, which meets on a weekday at 4:30 and adjourns by
6:00. The purpose of these meetings is to review and discuss monitoring and
evaluation, reports and choose monitoring tease for new assignments. The
meeting day changes each month so that no volunteer is excluded on a regular
basis by virtue of having another standing commitment on a particular day
of the week.
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(2) The volunteers will nttend two three-hour initial orientation and training

sessions. Each of the two sessions will be offered twice to accommodate the

varying schedules of the volunteers. An audio tape of each session will be

available to volunteers who must unavoidably miss a session.

(3) Each volunteer will be expected to take at least three monitoring and/or

technical assistance assignments during a year's time. A monitoring or

technical assistance assignment will generally take one half to one day. Al-

most all will be within Rhode Island, with the remaining few being in nearby

Massachusetts or Connecticut. Cost of auto travel to and from site visits

will be reimbursed at 200 per mile (but car pooling is encouraged).

(4) The CCS Evaluation Task Force also does program evaluations of Juvenile

Justice programs under.contract 'with the Governor's Justice Commission, and

volunteers may choose such assignments as well. These evaluations generally

require a series of site visits over several months' time.

(5) All report writing will be the responsibility of staff - -with input

from the volunteer's: The only written work required of volunteers them-

selves will be brief notes of interviews they may have conducted or case

file reviews they may have participated in during the course of a site visit.

Types of Volunteers Needed

Volunteers with knowledge and expertise in the areas of education, health care,

program evaluation or monitoring, human services administration and management,

residential programming, counseling, law, or other areas that could be related

to residential programming for children are needed.

How to Volunteer

Call Richard GTaefe, Chief of Research and Planning at CCS at 861 -5550 (a

Providence number). He will provide you more detailed information and will

schedule an interview with you to discuss the project further before you

make a commitment to serve as a volunteer.

If you think you may be interested in volunteering, do not plan to wait till

after the December holidays. To meet the timetable 3riv. grant, volunteers

will be recruited and trained in November and early December so that monitor-

inr visits may begin immediately after the first of the year.
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COUNCIL FOR COMMUNITY SERVICES

INSTITUTIONAL CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT PREVENTION PROJECT
EVALUATION TASK FORCE MEMBER INFORMATION FORM

NAME

NAILING ADDRESS

If presently employed:

Present employer:

Position title:

DATE

PHONE: (home)

(work)

Indicate the skills, training, employment or volunteer experience which would, be useful

monitoring children's residential facilities (e.g., particular strengthi in areas

as educational programming, nutrition, health, parenting, psycho-social programming,

'f-,Anseling, personnel work, knowledge of legal system etc.). Include information on

relevant professional certification.

111MmIM=.1M1

=110IM...
Indicate present membership on Boards of Directors and Professional Associations
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Potential Conflict of Interest: Currently or in the past have you or any member of

your immediate family been:

employed by,
an agent of, or
a board member of

any public or private agency which

provides,
funds, or
is a conduit for funding of

residential services to children ages 0-21?

Yes No

If yes, please name the agency and describe the relationship.

Insurance of Objectivity and Confidentiality: If I, or any member of my immediate

family has resided in a facility under review and in which I am a potential review

participant, I agree to discuss this fact with the CCS staff person on this project.

I understand that revealing this information will not automatically exclude me from

the review in question. I also agree to uphold the confidentiality of clients in the

programs under review. I will maintain any objective data or subjective observations
within the confines of this Task Force and the Agency under review.
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Content of Volunteer Training

The training will take place in two three hour sessions, each offered a
- second time to accommodatb volunteers' varying scbodules.

lrction
A

I. 1vCMEILL,21LIAJDOala

Project Manager Richard Graefe and Program Monitor Sharon Hoffman
will provide an overview of the project.

II. Children's Hill of Rights

Child Advocate Michael Coleman will discuss the section of R.I.
law known as the Children's Bill of Rights, which outlines basic
rights that children retain even when in the care and custody of
the state. Copies of the law will be provided to the trainees..

III. Court Process

Two of the volunteers, David Heden and Stephen Kiag who are employed
at the Family Court, will discuss the court process by which children
come into the child care system, the extent to which the court con-
tinues to oversee each child while he/she is in the system, and the
court process by which a child is released from state jurisdiction.

IV. Continuum of Residential Care Facilities

Ray Arsenault, who directs the monitoring services carried out by
the Department for Children and Their Families, will describe the
range of residential programs used by the Department for placement
of children and the purpose of each major type of facility.

V. Staffing Issues

Michael Lichtenstein, staffperson of the New &gland Fellowship for

Rehabilitation Alternatives (a system of residential facilities
for deinstitutionalized former mental hospital patients) will discuss
staffing issues in residential facilities, including such issues as
communication between shifts, emergency procedures, in-service training,
etc. Michael is one of the volunteers.

5 111
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Section /5

I. A. CCS EvaluatioilMonito ing Model

Beverly Kreis, Chief of aluation and Technical Assistance for
the Council for Communit Services, will give a brief overview
of the CCS evaluation/moni oring model, including its history,
rationale, antUdevelopment.\

B. Confidentiality,

Richard Oraefe, Program Manager for this grant, will address the
issues surroundizg confidentiality of information. The issues
will be addressed from several perspectives: (1) the importance
of strict confidentiality with regard to programmatic information
gathered about facilities during the monitoring, (2) the importance
of confidentiality with regard to client information volunteers may
have contact with in the facility and the criminal sanctions within
R.I. law against anyone disclosing such information, (3) the'pro-
cedures facilities should be following with regard to obtaining
appropriate permission to release client information to requesting
agencies, and (4) security of records within facilities,

II. Record-keeping

Beverly Kreis will discuss record-keeping procedures- --what basic
record-keeping procedures and standards should exist in the facilities.

III. OFC. -Overview of Their Program and Attitude/Value Examination

Leonard Thomas and John Cuneo, of the Massachusetts Office for Children,
will discuss their agency's program of using citizen volunteers to
assess children's residential programs. Although there are substantial
differences, between their program and the monitoring/technical assistance
program of this present grant, they will be able to share relevant ex-
perience from their program particularly with regard to the values and
attitudes of volunteers vie a vie the philosophies and approaches of the
residential facilities.

IV. RICORP--Typical Day in a FCcilitT

Terry Smith and Joseph Testa of the Rhode Island Council on Residential
Programs (the organization of provider agencies) will discuss what a
child experiences on a typical day within one of the smaller residential
facilities (e.g. a group home or emergency shelter).

V. Interviewilg Skills and Overview of Instrument

Lenore Olsen of the R.I. College School of Social Work faculty, who
is also one of the volunteers in this project, will discuss inter-
viewing techniques and skills, relating her comments to specific items
on the monitoring guide to be used in the actual monitoring.
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*
A Usuked Way aottizy

Tho Offloe of the $1d Advocate and the COuscil for Oeannsity Sonless are
presently sehedniing site visits toiDaremaded residential prover yeas,
the semitering/teabsies1 moistest* project described inaprovions letter
to yes in late Doomiber. This present letter is the sent step in scheduling.
al mats visit to your facility. The site visit will be taking place with a
team of ftiusteer profesolemals and myself as.Prograa Monitor, speeding
approlamaWyra der in your facility.

The volunteers, who have been recruited for their diverge and rich prof's-
/deist baftreunds, are working on this project as agents of the Office of
the Child Aliment* is Mil/ling his office's leueliative sendato to

Itoriedically review the facilities and procedures of
api and all insititutions sad/sr residsnaes, public
and private, where a juvenile has bees placed by the
Family °Mart or the Department for Children and Their
ramilles.

Ls addition, the team assigned to working with your progras is operating
under the mendste of the Office of the Child Advocate regarding seams to
pertinent rewords. Seth assess will insimde a reviewlet the record keeping
metes pertaining to the clients in the program, personnel polled*, and
preeedures, operational policies and preesdures, and other relevant written
material pertaining to prognostic lames.

The toss will thee wish to hsve available en the date of the site visit,
amass otiose movie, air documents describing operating pressed:area and
personnel pr000dures, and any other relevant written material about your
program. We would like to schedule time duriag the visit to review these
documents on site.

Gardner W. Munro

229 Waterman Street Providence. Rhode Island 02906 Telephone: (400961-MO

61
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Me do not wish to disrmpt your Norma program that dq. my would, however,
like the oppertimity to observe some facets of daily program activity sad
to spend some time maims with some of the clients regarding their es.
prisms* in your

WO would also like to schedule iatorviowaNmE40 child care staff, oa an
individual basis. MO anticipate spending approximately 30 minutes with
.00h staff member available on that day. In addition, we would like to
schedule, at amiailmm, one amt le half hours.with you.

Some at the topics on which we will be focusing meg includes

Goal senile,
Personsol policise
Chaim of oomamod
rimily interaction
Staff deploymmW
Record keeping practices
Childress:: Sill of lights
Qmality of life is the facility
Health oars
Education
Commumity linkages

Ye have scheduled the site visit for Thursibir, June 2, at 10:30 114,16

Thank you for your consideration. If you have "motions or oomcerno prior
to our visit, you can reach as at 861-5550. I look forward to working
cooperatively with you and your staff at this monitoring visit and trust
that it will he a productive and helpful *sporismeo for your facility.

EE/gja

Sincerely,

darilcifoi!

G. Hoffman
Program Monitor

'cc: Michael Coleman, Child Advocate
Richard Greefo, Project Manager, CCS
B. Jae Clanton, Da
moms Moyer, DOF
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Ir

lastrment I Administrktor

What major program goals address the specific needs presented by cheats
in the care of this facility?

1. What is the most important goal for clients bore?

2. What are the admittimg criteria? lb what type of client would this
facility offer most? Least?

3. Describe the admission process* Who is responsible fors

a) Intake?

b) daily programming?

4. What are the reasons a kid leaves here? .

achieves program goals or release criteria

meets program age limit ..-__%

reaches program time licit .%

fuoding difficulties %

court discharge ._...,0

parents withdraw youtl*

lames against program advice %

expelled due to rule violation/behavior problems %

..,.idenet know

other %

5. When a youth leaves, whore does he/she go?

6. Describe the discharge process.

a) Who is involved in the decision?

b) Who handles the discharge?



ei

?. What are the procedures used to evaluate a client's'progress in the program?

8. Within the last 2 years have any residents been asked to leave the program
for reasons other than successful program completion? Why?

9. Sox have staff Len trained in assessment techniques,in the area ofs

a) education?

b) vocational activities?

c) personal and home care skills?

d) social skills?

10. What roll do parents typically halin

a) admissions?

b) program planning?

c) discharge?

11. A new client is admitted...Describe the client's introduction to this

facility. What occurs from the moment he/she walks through the door?

12. How does the client learn

a) the rules of this program?

b) the Children's Hill of Rights?

c) Where do you post the Children's Hill of Rights?

13. What methods have you found useful in integrating residents into community

activities?

a) Has there been resistance to any such involvement?

10 Have you found any particular community activities that you do not

encourage clients to be involved in because of problems encountered?

14. Boo do you determine the effectiveness of the punitive measures you use for

breakage of rules or other discipline problems?



15. Are you satisfied with the educational programming for clients in local

schools?

a) Doserito the general attituds the local odusition authorities
have demonstrated toward silents:

i cooperative and positive

Ai indifferent

iii uncooperative and negative

b) Have clients boon well c000pted by other kids in the schools?

16. We undei;stamd that than" have boss no recently filed reports of abuse or
neglect. At what point is your procedures moldy= inform DOSP that an
incident may have taken place?

.AF
a) Mow do you handle incidents of physical abuse among the snouts?

17. How frequently do you have contact with the DCY eassworkors?

a) Are yob satisfied with present level of involvement withvtbo oasoworkers?

18. How frequently do you have content with the DCY facility liaison?

a) Are you satisfied with your relationship with the liaison?

b) Has =boos referring appropriate clients to you?

c) Are you satisfied with the Wessel promos?

19. How important is lowrnage planning for the progrem?

a) lave you been alas to coordinate your planning efforts
effectively with DC?'?

20, Describe the program polAor on visitors.

a) How have you managed to filter out unwelcome visitors?

b) Do you maintain a record of any people visiting this facility?

c) Are any @leas currently involved with the Dig Sisters for other
one- to-one advocacy tip's of programs)?



21. What role does staff have is setting policies?

a) in developing individual program plans?

D) in interfacing with community resources?

'c) in working out internal problems?

22. Many of the clients now in care of DC, have increasingly complex problems

and require more intensive programming. Mew would the over-all atmosphere

of this program be changed to accommodate youth requiring spacialised

therapeutic attention?

a) Could the local school system handle additional students with

special needs?

23. It a clinical consultant were made'available to your.staff, how would

you utilise this service?

24. While in this program, scan clients may experimbnt with drugs, alcohol,

or some criminal activities. How do you intervene when such involvement

becomes known?

25. What do you like best about your work here?

a) Least?

26. What single improvement would you like to make here?

27. What additional comments would you like us to include in this report?
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Instrument Staff

1. Do you think that's sufficient amount of information is available
to the facility to which the youth is going?

2. What information do you feel is lacking in the case histories and
other reports you receive for youths entering thim-program?

3. Wben a youth is scheduled for discharge, bow do you pprticipate in

the planning process for placement?

4. Describe the general attitude that local education authorities have
demonstrated toward youths in this program:

i Cooperative and positive

ii indifferent

iii uncooperative and negative

5. Have you had a significant number of residents who have had problems.

in gaining admittance to the local school system? What steps have

been taken to alleviate such problems?

6. How frequently do you have contact with the DC? caseworkers for each

youth? Are you satisfied with the present level of involvement with

the casewo.ikers?

7. Newesployees undergo's period of orientation and training. What

aspects of this component were most helpful?

a) Did your initial period of employment meet your expectations?

8. What regularly scheduled in-service Veining is available?

a) Do you take part in training?

b) What has been the most valuable training offered?

c) Can you arrange your duties to be available for training?

d) What training would you like to see, offered?

9. What skills and qualities do you think are important for a staff

member to have in this program?



10. What have you learned from your experiences with this population
you would want a new person to know?

11. What was the most difficult incident you ever had to handle with
a youth?

a) Do you think this particular problem could happen again?

b) What would have made it easier for you to handle this problem?

c) Did you have enough freedom to respond to this situation as you
saw fit?

12. How do residents learn what the rules are here?

13. What is considered the worst thing a kid can do here?

a) What is the punishment for that?

14. If you were to see another staff member being overly rough on a
kid, either physically or verbally, what would you do?

15. Do you feel that some kids aro placed here inappropriately?

a) If yes, what kinds of problems do they present?

16. What are the moat stressful things about this job for you
personally?

17. What do you like best about working here?

a) Least?

18. What are the most stressful and difficult times of the day for you?

getting kids up and out

breakfast lunch dinner

shift change

recreation after dinner

bedtime

middle of the night

parental visits

other



19. Staff assume both child caring and housekeeping functions. Do you
feel that there iq an even distribution of responsibilities among
all staff in both areas?

20. Do you feel the current staffing pattern is Deficient to provide
coverage and programming?

a) In what ways does this create problems?

b) In the.event of vacations or sick time, is there sufficient
coverage to carry out the daily programs?

22. When a staff member leaves, how are youths informed?

a) When a youth leaves, how are the other residents told?

23. If the typical youth in the program could do the thing for fun
that he/she most enjoys, what would it be?

a) What are the moat successful recreational activities you've
organised?

b) Least successful?

24. Are there comments that you might have regarding this program that
you would like to have included in this report?



Instrument 111 --Youths

1. What's it like to be here?

2. If I was a new kid to this program, what would happen on my first
day here?.

3. What happeas (if you) (if kid) breaks the rules'

4. Is at (easy) (hard) to talk to the people who work here?

5. Nave you had a chance to build up a friendship with a particular
staff person?

6. If you have problem, is there someone you feel you can go to
for help?

7. Does this place have enough money to help the kids that are here?

8. Who would you call about a complaint in the way you were being treated?
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Excerpts "Supportive Services Training Model
for the Reunification of Families": a Proposal to
the Rhode Island Department for Children and Their
Families (DCF) by the Council for Community Services (CCS)

Problem Statement

With the traditional model of substitute care, the child is placed in a foster
home or group care setting, thus creatiLz a separation or split in the family unit.
While this separation is functional, as it provides the family with the opportunity
to repair dysfunctions, there is the hazard that separation may make reunification
of the family more difficult.

As the alternative family or foster family becomes the primary provider for
the child's basic needs, the child becomes enmeshed in the substitute family's
dynamics and less involved with his or her family of origin. This may result
in attachment and bonding to the new family and further separation from and loss
of the child's biological family.

The foster family, like the biological parent, may feel some sense of power-
lessnesa and lack of a sufficient mechanism to provide input into planning for
the child....Thia. sense of powerlessness can create conflicts resulting in
further difficulty in reaching the desired goal of family reunification.

The traditional practice with regard to reunifying a child with his or her
biological family sharply segments the responsibilities for reunification and
confines the role of the foster family to providing substitute care for the child.

The Proposed Response

The model that follows capitalizes on the role modeling potential of the
foster family by utilizing that family as supportive educators to the biological
family whose child has been in their care (and)....aleo eliminates the abruptness
that is often characteristic of reunification. This concept will bring to bear
the resources of ahealthy well-functioning foster family in teaching the biological
family the skills needed to become a more functional unit....both before and after
they again become primary caregivers for their child

Staffin&

Two Master's level clinical coordinators employed by CCS will initially screen
and select thirty foster families from among licensed DCF foster families to serve

ns "support families" for the project. The foster parents will be selected for
their proven ability in foster parenting, their willingness to become a part of

support team, their acceptance of the supportive educator's role and their geo-

graphic accessibility to areas where high numbers of children generally need

foster care services. The supportive educators will participate in an initial
training program designed and implemented by the coordinators.
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Summary of Foster Parent Support/Training Program

Session 1: Ihe Foster Family

Defining workshop objectives

Asking participants to define in writing their personal objectives and
their suggestions of topics to be covered.

Group discussion on how each participant views his or her own family
and the impact of foster care on it

Family Sculpting exercises

Facilitator's presentation: "A Systems Approach to Understanding Your family."

Session P: People as Foster Parents

Exercise from "Values Clarification: My Windows."

Group discussion on self-selected parts of the "window"; the rewards and

trials of being a foster parent; foster parenting's effects on relation-

ships with family, friends, and the community; gaining support and

encouragement from others; and knowing when you need a break from foster

parenting.

Facilitator's presentation: "Stress and the Foster Parent: Ways of Coping

and Caring for Yourself."

Relaxation exercise

Session 3: The Foster Parent and the Foster Child

Facilitator's Presentation: "Further Understanding Your Foster Child"

Stages of Adjustment, Related Behaviors, and Common Reactions of Foster

Parents."

Group discussion on handling difficult behavior, maintaining self-control,

disciplining, displaying positive and negative emotions, the attachment

of foster parent and foster child, and determining what type of child you

work best with.

Exercise: Role Playing

Session 4: The Foster Parent and the Biological Parent

Exercise: Putting Yourself in the Shoes of the Biological Parent

Facilitator's presentation: "Parenting the Child Who Belongs to Another:

Issues and Solutions."

Group discussion on the importance of your feelings about your foster child's

parents, the role of the child's .parent in your home, maintaining objectivity,

reunification as a mandated goal, and coping with nnrer toward the child's

parent.
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Session 5: The Foster Parent and the Department

Facilitator's Presentation: "Increasing Your Effectiveness With the

Department: Avoiding Common Pitfalls"

EXercises: (A) Being in the worker's shoes---written exercise
(B) Assertiveness without aggression -- -role playing

Group DisInsilionofadvocating for your foster child appropriately, gaining
more legislative knowledge, dealing with the frustration of an imperfect
system, grievance procedures of the Department, helping your worker to help
your foster child.

Session 6: The Foster Child Leaves Your Home

Facilitator's Presentation: "Separation Issues for You, Your Family, and

Your Foster Child."

Group Discussion on dealing with the loss, understanding how each loss
brings back old losses, saying good-bye in a way you and your family are
comfortable with, feelings about planned and unplanned terminations, and
feelings when your foster child ',ins away.

Planning for sessions 7 and 8, which will be developed around topics and
and themes of particular interest to this group of foster parents.

Sessions 7 & 8: Topics Selected by the Group

410TE: Various written materials (articles, written exercises, etc.) were
distributed each week and foster parents were encouraged to discuss
their reactions to the material an well as events of the week re-
lntinr to foster care at the beginning of each session.
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Excerpts From Interim Evnl.ltion Report, December, 1983

Seventeen of the 25 agencies responded. Responses in the comment section of

question 3 B, i.e. the explanation of changes that have occurred/been implemented

on the basis of the report or its recommendations included the following:

"We

frt/0

in

ar' much more aggressive in sol.citing female referrals."

are now getting more cooperation from DCF workers to enroll clients

school during their stay here."

"The shelter is in the process of installing door bUzzers co alert us to

outsiders entering the facility through the fire doors upstairs and in

the basement." (i.e. Lcin(: let in by residents)

"PT/ is again offering courses for child care workers."

"We will use the recommen4ation of a more detailed description of supervisory

roles and th,-,ir responsibIitieo."

"We are taking more time (60 days) to determine permanent acceptance of

referrals. The pre-placement visit has been extended from weeks to

? ,nonths. We felt that our previous system was much too abbreviated and

thP young person anl the nrcf7a!:: did not really get to know the person."

"Improving record keeping in lucational aocumentation."

Tfine monll goal of developing a procedures mqnual."

"Moved location of site:"

"Decreased acceptance of emergency shelter placements."

"Record keeping: (a) child care fn de completed and sent to DCF

(h) written summary on behavioral patterns, eating

habits, etc., sent with child to next placement
(c) Runaway Form developed and sent to DCF."

"Front yard landscaped, cleaned and organized storage area on third floor"

and secured new playground equipment.

ne are working on a more homelike atmosphere."

br7sponse to (inestion 4 ,t, arene in which the monitoring teams and/or .the yrocram

monitor could provide technical assirtance, evoked the following responsee:

trannition to servinr older pnnulation
idf-ntifying reource for cltnical consul tattier: re:4,(',!!df-tr)

.,ssistance "along the edlIcational line"
"more technical assistance regardinf% a rodified roint cy::t7n for exterlsio:.

of unrupervised activity privi:I.ef,es"
devt:lopinc a local hol.d of directors and/or advitiory hoard (. resT),:nds_,nt0

1,.vt.:1ping a long-rance fund-raising plan

record keepinr
rerreatioqal

74



DCF will select, in consultation with the coordinators, six DCF staff to

become caseworkers for this project.

The coordinators, in consultation with DCF staff, will screen and select

thirty cases involving children in care whose families have the desired goal

of reunification.

The Support Team Approach

In this model all participants in the reeducation process with the family

will have input into the service plan d'velopment and implementation. The

support team will consist of the family, the supportive educatolL the DCF

worker, the DCF supervisor, representatives from any involved co ity services,

and the clinical coordinators.

The responsibilities of each biological family participating in the program

will be as follows. (1) Participate in formulating a reunification plan and agree

to abide by the plan, (2) Participate in monthly support team meetings and a eix

month review, (3) Participate in weekly counseling sessions with their DCF case-

worker, (4) Agree to accept assistance from the support family and the caseworker

in addressing the issues that originally led to the removal of the child(ren).

(5) Agree to an increasing frequency of visitation with their child(ren), first

in the home setting of the support family, later in short day visits at their

own home, and still later in extended visits in their home. The ideal goal is

for the parents) to resume the primary caregiving role after approximately six

months, with ongoing support, teaching, and aftercare contact by the support

family.

Th responsibilities of each support family are as follows. (1) Directly

assist an teach the biological family, in consultation with the caseworker, to

addr ore s of parerting, homemaking, budgeting, and other needed skills.

(2) weekly progress notes on areas in which the biological family has

made areas in which the family needs additional assistance. (3) Attendr

monthly support team meetings. (4) Attend weekly two hour meetings with other /

support fz liec a -igned to their caseworker. These meetings will provide on-

going trains peer support. (5) Be available for weekly supervision by

their DCF' caseworker. (6) Be available to offer support and assistance to the
biological family during visitation and at other times. Provide aftercare

support and assistance, including respite care, to the biological family for

approximately six months after that family resumes the primary caregivinc role.

(7) Provide transportation, if necessary, to the biological family to enable

that family to avail itself of needed community support or treatment. Skills

training in developing independent use of transportation (e.g., public trine-

portation, driver's education, automobile purchasing, etc.) will be comfieteui
by the t:Ilpport family.

The recponsibilitier of the DCF caseworker will be to serve lc count-7(10r,

naselnn%rer, and mediator in the procene. This includes facilitating th, re-
unification plan, linking the families to needed support services Nnd (,IrdinNtinr.
the !Ilpf.ort team meetings and the trnininr/peer support meetings m.,rntiohed



The DCF caseworker will also provide the support family with ongoing support/

supervision and maintain quarterly evaluations of thier ability to provide educa-

tion and aosistance to a family in need. These evaluations of strengths and

shortcominf:s will be shared with the supportive educator(s) in that family.

The clinical coordinators design and implement all training, provide oncoing

clinical consultation and subpart to DCF caseworkers in the project, work with

the caseworkers' supervisors on an as needed" basis, screen support and biologicp1

femilies, make appropriate matches, and provide ongoing evaluation of the procram.

Benefits of the Project

A major 'Ionefit is the short and long term cost effectiveness that such a

project allows. With this model there would be fewer repeaters in the foster

care system and shortened duration of residential program placement for at leapt

a small number of children.

Another important benefit is the utilization of current resources within

the Department as therapeutic agents for a family experiencing dysfunction. This

approach trains the foster family to provide quality intensive support and edu-

cation services to another family. With this one-to-one service the foster family

is utilized to their full capacity and takes on many of the tasks the caseworker

has traditionally performed. The caseworker then becomes freed to provide

necessary family counseling, support, and supervision to the support family.

This model also allows the caseworker more time to complete necessary documenta-

tion utilized by the judicial system in making; decisions refmrding the family's

ability to adequately care for their children.

The supportive service model is based on the belief that till involved in

the helping process need to be supported and to feel valued, to receive positive

fefAback and supervision of their work, and to be given appropriate training.

These factors are important in an effort to create and maintain a quality service

that can significantly impact on a family in crisis. These factors need also to

be available for the biological family no that they may develop a sense of worth

lnd SriluN necessary to make the changes so that a more positive family life cycle

may bet7in.
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Final Recommendations

1. Recommendations to the Department for Children and Their Families on
Residential Facilities

A. DCF should more consistently encourage training of staff at all levels
within residential programs by providing contractuel incentives to the
facilities.

The training offered recently by DCF was a good first venture
that could be built upon to establish an ongoing training system
for staff of residential facilities. Problems inherent in the
DCF-sponsored sessions (inconvenient timing, lack of relevance
to the situations of certain facilities, etc.) could be counter-
acted by having facilities' staff themselves be providers of
training. In Massachusetts, contracts with residential providers
require staff to participate in a specified number of hours of
training per year, and this has encouraged facilities to develop
consortiums for training, under which each participant facility
in a consortium donates a specified number of hours of training
in pre-determined areas to other agencies in the consortium. With
the present relatively low level of financial support to provider
rliencies by the Department, fiscal incentives should be built into
the contracts to encourage such training options.

B. At; more difficult-to-handle youth are placed in facilities not specifically
designated as treatment agencies, the Department should recognize- the need
for clinical consultation services by these facilities.

Some Mollities have found it necessary to purchase such services
out of their own resources r to find them on a aoiRtei bAsis.
The Department thus far has maintained that the children placed
In emergency shelters and group homes are not in need of "treat-
To,:nt" and therefore the programs should not be pnid for "clinical"
consultation. Recent events are making that contention indefensible,
however, as come facilities are being asked to rework their programs
to handle older youth and an r. recent convent decree has eliminated
"secure dentention" of stktus offenders at programs such as RCA,.
The Dereirtment should not only recognize the need for clinical con-
tiultation in such facilities but should become an active part of
process to establish it. DC Y, for examplf, could assist
by identifyinc or helping to develop free or low cost consulttio,l
oervicev (graduate student urocramt;, volunter "skillnhank" re-
rourc:,s th.',-iugh Volunteer:. in Action, vt:...) ,-)r 1.y dircctly
(ontractul funds for such co!Isultation

rhould work with the Rhode Island Council on Renidentir.1
(e..our-Te the form,tion and fncilitatinc of ruppori', Crouir; fc"-

iirvet rervicc staff of child c:Ir(
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Just as foster parents can benefit greatly from mutual support
groups in which they can share experiences, techniques, and

frustrations, direct service staff in child care facilities also
have a great need for such group support. Burnout is a major
problem among paraprofessional line staff in many of the facilities,
and a regularly scheduled program of mutual sharing sessions, led
by n skilled facilitator, could do much to alleviate this problem.
Direct care staff in a number of facilities strongly stated this
need to the program monitor. Departmental assistance and cncourace-
ment to RICORP in establishing such a program could have major
benefits in terms of reduction of staff stress, alleviation of burn-
out, and the lowering of tha potential for abusive handling of
children by child care staff.

D. The Department should continue to work aggressively toward establishing
a true continuum of care.

Despite significant recent improvements in the child care system,
the monitoring teams found a overall system that still falls short
of providing a true continuum of care for each child. Placements
are still sometimes made on the basis of available bed space rather
than on the basis of which facilities can boat meet the needs of
specific children. Some children still seem to "mark time" in
facilities without a clearly discernable long-term, plan. And some
children are moved from one shelter facility to another in adherence
to the letter of but in violafibn of the spirit of the /45 day con
tractual limit on such shelter placement. Proble's such as these
are not unique to the Rhode Island child care system, nor are they
amenable to easy solutions. The purpose of this recommendation is
simply to point out that the achievement of the goal of a continuum
of care still needs to be aggressively pursued.

Foster care recommendations to the De rtment for Ch'ldren and Their Families

A. Re-evaluations of any foster home should involve Fathering input from all
workers involved with that foster home at the time and in the recent past.

":some of the cases referred to the project fl5r assessment were
foster homes about which widely divergent evaluations had been
carried out by different caseworkers. In most cases, the project's
clinical social worker could obtain a much clearer picture of the
family, its problems, and the difficulties the Department may hriv
been experiencing with the family; gathering input from all workers
involved was the key to successful assessment of such homes. It is

recommended that DCF re-evaluations use this approach, with teAm

meeting and final evaluation coordinated through the homefinding
unit.

Ongoing traininc and support tG `'o:-ter parents, sponsored by the Department,
should be a high priority.

The training presently offered to prospective foster parents in
neven two hour sessions was observed by the project's clinical
social worker and found to be very good. She found the trainir
to he ".lite comprehensive, well-planned and carried out, nl
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successful in providing foster parents with a solid basis of
information necessary when 'assuming the role of foster parent."
that is missing is ongoing training assist foster parents in
coping once they are actually involved in the provision of foster
care services. Foster parents are eager for such training and
mutual support sessions, as evidenced by a very positive response
to the pilot program of such sessions carried out by the project's
clinical social worker. Some potential topic areas for further
training include:

Family dynamics and the effects of foster care on the family
Stress and the foster ,,arent(s)
Understanding the foster child
The foster family and the biological parent
Reunification and the foster parent
The foster parent and the Department
Separation issues for the foster family and foster child.
Dealing with problem behaviors
FOster parenting the disabled child
Dealing with the child removed from an abusive biological family

C. The Department for Children and Their Families should develop more structured
ways for foster parents to actively assist in the reunification process in
which the looter child returns to the natural family.

The present agreement signed by each foster parent commits that
foster parent to "help, in cooperation with the Agency (i.e.
Department), with termination of placement, including return .

(of the child) to his/her own parents, relative home, replacement,
etc." This project recommends that more structured means, possibly
coupled with specialized training and additional cash support,
should be provided for at least certain foster parents to carry out
this role more effectively, especially with regard to reunification.
This project views foster p.rents as excellent potential resources
for the biological parents of the children they serve. The Depart-
ment has on file a proposal submitted in 1983 by the staff of this
project, describing ways in which foster parents could be used as
efff.:tive role models, in-home trainers in child care, and wire-
professional "counselors" to biological families. It is recommended
that elements of that proposal be adopted not only to better utili:!e
the talents of foster parents but to ease the transition the oster
child must !..,o through in the process of returning home.

1J the Department should more fully involve each fester parent as part of
the "case team" in planning for the foster child(ren) placed in his/her
home..

The present agreement entered into by the Department with e;tch foster
parent st:itec that the D,p-(rtment "agrees to develop caoework
plan for the child, share pertinent aspects with the foster F.rentr,
7,nd involve foster parents in future planning for the child." Botn
an the foster home assessments carried out by this project and in
the foster parent support/training group implemented on a pilot hIsis
by the project's clinical social, worWer, a recurring theme was the
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need for foster parents to be more involved in the planning for

the foster children in their care. If the Department were to
more fully involve foster parents in such planning, it is antici-

pated that there would be lees difficulty and disagreement between
foster parents and the Department. A frequently expressed feeling
on the part of foster parents was the need to be an advocate for

their foster children against or in opposition to the Department.
Yet foster parents are eager for better relationships with the
Depertment. On the evaluation forme submitted by foster parents
involved in the pilot program of foster care training/support
groups, the single most frequently requested topic for more traininr
was on the relationship bet*Ilen the foster parent and the Department.

E. The Department should utilize selectecttpster parents as trainers for other
foster parents and as leaders of foster' parent support groups.

.4

One very cost-effective way to prOVide ongoing support and training
to foster parents is to use foster parents themselves s leaders in
the effort. This would entail providing some staff support and
consultation by the Department but oould be an excellent vehicle
for experienced foster parents to share their expertise with other
foster parents less experienced in certain areas. The mutual
support that could be generated in such sessions would be as valu-
able as the actual learning that would take place

r. practical limits, the Department should provide some opportunity
for caseworkers to express their preferences with regard to which foster
families they feel they can most effectively work with.

Aemitterily not all such preferences could be incorporated into
case assignment. But just as some counselors work best with
particular types of counselees, sow caseworkers will work best
with particular types of foster families. The opportunity for
ciseworkers to express such preferences and, when feasible, to
Dave some of those preferences acted upon would do much to improve
the relationship between foster parents and the Department.

"t.

Recommendations to the Rhode Island Opuncil on Residential Procramq (RICORP)

A. RICORP should set up an ongoing system of supportive'group sessions for
4irPct care staff, in which techniques, case studies, positive experiences,
.1nd frustrltiinns can be shared.

Direct care staff in a number of facilities expressed this timed.
such a syster would be much easier to set up than formal "training"
sessions, but the support of facility administrators is esigential
to address issues of released time, host sites for sessions, etc.
Such a system could also do much to emphasize RICORP's concern for
direct care staff and provide a way for RICORP to expand its forus
beydnd being primarily an organization of residential program
directors. It has also been recommended to the Department for
Children and Their Families that it assist RICORP in developiNr
such s program, i.e. by helping identify facilitators and by pro-
viding other assistance to the process as needed.
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B. RICORP should serve as a clearinghouse for traininc opportunities in the
child care field, encouraging its member agencies to open in-service
training to staff members of other facilities or to participate in joint
training ventures with several facilities.

A first step in such a procesti is developing adequate and timely
information sharing on what training is availsble. within the state,
including ohgoing regularly scheduled training as well as one-time
training events.

C. MCORP should explore ways in which to better meet the relief staff needs
that exict in some of its member facilities.

Lack of sufficient relief staff coverage wa,s S major problA found
in many of the facilities monitored. This contributes to staff
stress, "burnout", and turnover,.and at times led to.understaffing
of facilities (e.g. during unanticipated staff illness or podition
vacancies). This project has documented the need and provided to
RICORP some information on possible alternatives, inclddim informa-
tion on several Massachusetts private firms marketing relief staff
services to-facilities. The project now recommends 1that RICORP
actively nursue a resolution to the problem in whatever way it
feels is most suited to its member facilities. This issue may need'
to be included in budgetary 'discussions initiated by RIGOR? with'
DCF.
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